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Key Words of Vision One (lesson One)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

a few foot feet

air fox
alive forest
amazing for example
among free
anymore future
appropriate get ready
average giraffe
bear goat
based on go hunting

be going to graph

bird group
boring gulf
build high
chart hope
cheetah hopeful
child children hopefully
common hour
complete however
consider hunter
conversation idea
cut down identify
danger important
daughter increase
dead injured
decrease injury
destroy instead
die out intonation
divide into irregular
duck kill
earth knife
elephant lake
else leaf
end leopard
endangered lifespan 
especially like
expression lion
false living
fly longer

[
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Key Words of Vision One (lesson One)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

lose schedule
low singular
mean sky
mice someone
mouse stay
mouth strategy
nature then
natural tiger
next till
nowadays tomorrow
number tonight
only town
orally type
order tower
past take care of

pattern unscramble
pay attention visitor
people voluntary
phrase way
pilot weather
plain weight
plant whale

plural whenever
point which
protect wild
protection wildlife
recently wolf
regular wonderful
relatives wood
right wooden
road wool
Rome woolen
rule world
safe would like
save yet
sea zebra
sheep zoo
simple zookeeper
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Conversation (Student Book Page 19) 

Maryam is visiting the museum of Nature and Wildlife. She's talking to Mr. 
Razavi, who works in the museum. 

Maryam: Excuse me, what is it? Is it a leopard?

Mr. Razavi: No, it is a cheetah.

Maryam: Oh, a cheetah?

Mr. Razavi: Yeah, an Iranian cheetah. It is an endangered animal.

Maryam: I know. I heard around 70 of them are alive. Yes?

Mr. Razavi: Right, but the number will increase.

Maryam: Really?! How?

Mr. Razavi: Well, we have some plans. For example, we are going to protect
their homes, to make movies about their life, and to teach people how to take
more care of them.
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(Student Book: Page 22)

"Endangered Animals"
Today, there are some endangered animals on Earth. It means that we can find 

only a few of them around us. Some examples are whales, tigers and Asian 
elephants.

Humans destroy the natural homes of the animals in the forests, lakes and 
plains. When the number of people on earth increases, they need more places for 
living. They cut down trees and destroy lakes. They make homes and roads 
instead. Then the animal

The Iranian cheetah is among these animals. This wild animal lives only in the 
plain of Iran. Now there are only a few Iranian cheetahs alive. If people take care 
of them, there is hope for this beautiful animal to live.

Recently, families pay more attention to nature, students learn about saving 
wildlife, and some hunters don't go hunting anymore. In this way, the number of 
cheetahs is going to increase in the future. 
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take care / pay attention / saved / died out / divided / increase / destroy / choose / protecting

1. My brother ------------------ a little boy from falling into the water.

2. ------------------ the trees is helpful for endangered animals.

3. If we ------------------ of cheetahs, the number of them will increase.

4. The workers want to ------------------ the old house.

5. There are a lot of restaurants to ------------------ from.

6. Did you know that the Persian lion ------------------ many years ago?

7. When your teacher is teaching, you must ------------------ to him.

8. We cannot hear you, ------------------ the volume of your voice.

recently / amazing / plain / natural / endangered / instead / future / injured / living

9 ------------------ for parents to feel sad when their children leave home.

10. School students will learn to help ------------------ animals.

11. His ability to write with his foot is ------------------.

12. We need to plan for the ------------------.

13. Humans need more places for ------------------, when their number increases.

14. Now I can walk to work ------------------ of going by car.

15. Our teacher says that ------------------ he cannot get enough sleep.

16. Some places give good information about how to protect ------------------ animals.

1. The  e_ _ _ _  goes round the sun once a year.

2. An  e _ _ _ _ _ _ _  is a very big wild animal from Africa or Asia.

3. A large piece of flat land is called  p _ _ _ _ .

4. A  h _ _ _ _ _  is a person who hunts wild animals for food or sport.

5. S _ _ _ _ _  is the first season of the year.

6. Everest is the highest  m _ _ _ _ _ _ _  in the world.

7. A big piece of land with a lot of trees is called  f _ _ _ _ _ .

8. A  v _ _ _ _ _ _  is a person who goes to see another person or a place for a short time.
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lake / plan / phrase / zebra / nature / danger / hope / road / whale

1. Everything in the world that was not made by people: (------------------)

2. Something that you decide to do, and how to do it: (------------------)

3. A feeling of wanting something to happen and thinking that it will: (------------------)

4. The way from one place to another, where cars can go: (------------------)

5. A big area of water with land all around it: (------------------)

6. A very big animal that lives in the sea and looks like a very big fish: (------------------)

7. An African wild animal like a horse, with black and white lines on its body: (------------------)

8. A group of words that you use together as part of a sentence: (------------------)

1. The Iranian cheetah is ------------------ endangered animals.
a. anymore b. among c. wildlife d. common

2. After the Second World War, Germany was ------------------ into two separate countries.
a. identified b. hoped c. underlined d. divided

3 ------------------ in reading long stories.
a. take care b. attention c. hopeful d. interested

4. We just had soup ------------------ of a full meal.
a. such b. instead c. enough d. appropriate

5. The car is very small, ------------------ if you have children.
a. recently b. naturally c. especially d. normally

6. My brother brought the ------------------ bird into the room and took care of it.
a. injured b. endangered c. natural d. relative

7. There is a ------------------ wall round the garden.
a. proper b. marker c. low d. boring

8
a. put out b. cut down c. turn off d. pay attention

9. There are lots of things in that shop, for ------------------, games toys, and flowers.
a. different b. future c. example d. recently

10. I think they should ------------------ the number of the buses.
a. hurt b. choose c. destroy d. increase
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11. When you ------------------ your family, you try to help them.
a. match b. protect c. take care d. hear

12. We had to change our ------------------ because the bus arrived late.
a. plain b. report c. information d. schedule

13. Endangered animals need ------------------ and attention.
a. protection b. hope c. enough d. intonation

14. I ------------------ a terrible noise last night. Do you know what it was?
a. filled b. heard c. chose d. increased

15. In the past, many ------------------ attention to wildlife.
a. take b. pay c. hurt d. save

16. I bought some material and a/an ------------------ to make a new dress.
a. phrase b. idea c. marker d. pattern

17. The building was completely ------------------ by fire.
a. identified b. divided c. destroyed d. increased

18. ------------------, we will arrive before dark.
a. Recently b. Hopefully c. Especially d. Orally

19. I ------------------ my pocket money in the street yesterday.
a. destroyed b. put out c. paid d. lost

20. I like to see the ------------------ home of some animals.
a. natural b. human c. correct d. plural

21 ------------------.
a. dangers b. types c. poems d. plains

22. One of our relatives is a ------------------ in Tehran.
a. passage b. zookeeper c. schedule d. spring

23. I saw some ------------------ in the street yesterday.
a. natural b. human c. mice d. plural

24. Do you know the ------------------ way to shut the machine down?
a. correct b. low c. falling d. blank

25. Many homes, schools, mosques and offices were damaged and thousands of ------------------
people were taken to hospitals.

a. hopeful b. injured c. dangerous d. endangered
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willwillll

nature in the future.savewill They 
to Europetravelwill He 

will

willnotwon t

his money to buy a new book?saveAli ill W
an exam tomorrow.havet) (wonwill notReza 

will - won tsoonlater 

tomorrow future next next week

be going to

(am / is / are) going to

My parents have enough money. They are going to buy a big house in Yazd next month.    

When I see you this afternoon, I am going to show you my new car.

There are a lot of dark clouds in the sky! It is going to rain.

am/is/arebe going to

am/is/aream/is/are

Raman is going to study tomorrow.

Is Raman going to study tomorrow

Raman isn t going to study tomorrow.
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Call me next week. Maybe I ll be free.       

A: The phone is ringing.   
B: I will answer it.    

A: I don t have enough money.      
B: No problem. I will give you some.

Mina will help you tomorrow if you like.

Will you attend my birthday celebration on Monday? 
Will you get me a newspaper

Alfred is in grade 7 this year. He will be in grade 8 next year.

Do you think they will win the match on Monday? 
I will be rich one day.  

I m not sure. Maybe he will like my idea.

If you study hard, you will pass your exams

She is going to buy a nice car next week.
I know

be going to

A: The windows are dirty.  

B: Yes, I know, I am going to clean them later.

I didn t knowI forgot

will

A: Did you mail that letter for me?  
B: Sorry, I completely forgot, I will do it soon
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The movie starts at 8:30 tonight.

What time does the plane arrive tomorrow?

The train arrives at 5 this afternoon.  

I ll break his neck. He is very rude and impolite. 

I promise I won t come back home late
I swear I ll pay you back soon.

They are traveling to Europe next summer.

What are you doing tonight?

I m meeting my friends for dinner tonight.

)in(

He will be at home in 3 hours.

be going to

You finish that soup even if you sit there all the afternoon. 

The children play football in my garden.

conjunctions

I tell you when I find him.        (NOT: when I will find him.)  

They will come to meet us if they have time.      (NOT: if they will have time.)   
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1. There is a good film on TV tonight. I watch it.

2. I feel terrible. I think I be sick.

3. Perhaps I visit Japan one day.

4. What time you leave tomorrow?

5. Don t touch that dog. It bite you.

6. Who win the next World Cup?

7. A: Your hands are very dirty.   B: Oh, I didn t know. I wash them.

8. A: I ve got a headache.  B: I get an aspirin for you.

9. A: Why are you filling that bucket with water? B: I wash the car.

10. A: I can t work out how to use this camera?  B: It s very easy. I show you.

11. A: Did you post that letter for me? B: Oh, I m sorry. I do it now.

12. A: We need some bread for lunch.  B: Oh, do we? I go to the shop and get some.

13. A: Those clouds are very black, aren t they?   B: I think it rain.

14. A: What would you like to drink, tea or coffee? B: I have coffee, please.

15. A: Why do you want to sell your apartment?  B: We move to the countryside.

1. going / a house / they / soon / to / are / buy?
1.

2. not / watch / tonight / are / we / TV / to / going .
2.

3
3.

4. will / be / next / where / year / you / this time?
4.

5. am / make / phone call / I / to / a / going .
5.

6. going / a museum / are / this / they / weekend / visit / to?
6. 

7. family / next / will / buy / a / our / year / car / new?
7..
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1. Where are they going to eat lunch? ( restaurant )
1.

2. What are you going to do? ( wash my car )
2. 

3. How will your father travel to Paris next week? ( plane )

3. 

4. When are the students going to play volleyball? ( tomorrow )

4.

5. Where will the tourists visit next summer? ( Yazd )

5. 

1. A: When does your father arrive?     B: He is going in the afternoon.
a. arrive b. arriving c. to arrive d. arrives

2. The man can t see where he is going. He into the hole.
a. is falling b. falls c. will fall d. is going to fall

3. Her situation is getting worse. The doctors think that she die.
a. is going to b. will c. goes to d. will go to

4. Look! The barometer is falling, perhaps the weather be nice at the weekend.

5. A: Why are you wearing your best suit?    B: I have lunch with my biggest customer.
a. will b. 'm going to c. go to d. will to

6. If he passes his exam, he stay in England for a year. His aim is to speak English fluently.
a. is going b. want to c. go to d. will

7. There isn t any butter left. I go to the grocer s and get some.
a. 'm going to b. will c. will to d. wants to

8. A: Why are your children dressed like that?  B: They to wash the car.
a. are going to b. will go c. go d. are going

9. A: This box is very heavy.     B: Don t worry. I carry it for you.
a. will to b. would c. 'm going to d. will

10. A: Do you want to borrow my car?   B: Thanks, I bring it back tonight.
a. 'm going to b. will c. would d. was going to
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nounpeopleanimalplacething

idea

Maryam, Mr. Amini, farmer, doctor, sister, uncle, 
cow, goat, gazelle, tiger, lion, 
park, school, city, village, country, sea, lake, cinema, 
car, computer, dictionary, apple, desk, bicycle, 
attention, pain, danger, like, love, opinion, 

"Common Nouns"

boy, girl, desk, tree, jungle, tiger, pen, aunt, train

.  streetin the carsI see some 

shopin the computersThere are many 

"Proper Nouns"

"Capital letter"

"Singular and plural"

"Regular Nouns"

"Irregular Nouns
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benchesa benchbusesa bus

boxesa box dishesa dish

micea mousemena man
peoplea personwomena woman

teetha toothchildrena child

sheepa sheepfeeta foot

ves

wolvesa wolfwivesa wife

knivesa knifelivesa life

halveshalfshelvesa shelf

i

es

citiesa city keysa key

countriesa countryboysa boy 

babiesa baby toysa toy

taxi driversa taxi driverworkbooksa workbook

police stationsa police stationbus stopsa bus stop

post officesa post officebook storesa book store
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ExamplesNoun Markers
a mouse / a tiger / an applea / an

the children / the parkthe

this chair/ that bookthis / that

these palaces/ those matchesthese / those

my father/ his townmy/ your/ his,

by train / at schoolat, in, on, up, by,

five students / ten applesone, two, three

kind man / nice carnice, brave

some pens / a few cheetahssome, many, a few

a pen the pen

an apple the apple

a book     - a pen                                             an egg        - an apple

a one- pound coinan orange     

a history bookan hour  

a university    an umbrella 

A computer is very useful.
A child needs love.
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Alireza is a doctor.             The lion is an animal.

He is an American Professor.            She became a Muslim.

milkthebooksthepenthe

aan

the

I saw a man at school. The man

Tehranthe-Japanthe-Mehdithe

the IRI the Islamic Republic of Iran 
the USA = the United States of America                                         

there is ,there wathere are ,there were

There is a clock in the class.        

There are 25 students in our class

to beto be

notn t

Are there any cars in the street? No, There are any cars in the street.
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this that

these those

thatthis

That money was on the table. This is a book

these, thosethatthisthese

those

These students are my friends.

Those boys play football very well.

's

Ali's bookFarhad's car

of

table.theofleg Thedoortheofhand The

table leg    door hand

Possessive Adjectives

.  are really cleverstudentsMy

.               yesterdaymothermyI helped 

my our
your your
his their     
her
its
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Pronunciation

I am going to read books, magazines

When did the men leave the bus stop?

"What"

1. Who helps you with your English? 

2. Did you finish your homework?

3. Are you a polite boy?                   

4. What color is her new car?

5. She is a selfish girl.                       

6. Did you go to the park yesterday?

7

8. Why did you come so late?
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Grammar Tests (Lesson 1)   
1- Mr. Kazemi --------------------- his relatives next Monday.

a) visit                       b) visiting                   c) will visit                 d) visited

2- When will Mary and Sara --------------------- the tickets for the trip?
a) to buy                 b) buy                         c) buys                       d) buying

3- The zookeepers are going to ----------------------- the animals more seriously.
a) protects                b) protect                   c) protecting             d) to protect

4- Their old laptops don't work. They --------------------- some new ones next Monday.
a) be going to buy    b) bought                      c) buying                   d) are going to buy

5. A: Did you write that letter for me? B: sorry, I completely forgot, I ----------------- it soon. 
a) will write b) am going to write c) write d) wrote

6. A: I don t know how to use this camera. B: It s easy. I --------------------- you.
a) am going to show  b) will show        c) am showing      d) show

7. A: I don t have any money.        B: Really? Well, don t worry. I ------- ----- you some.
a) am going to lend  b) am lending          c) will lend                 d) lent

8 --------------------- to Shiraz.
a) am going to travel  b) will travel          c) traveled          d) travel

9. I have decided to have a birthday party. I --------------------- lots of my friends next Wednesday.
a) invite             b) will invite         c) am going to invite d) have invited

10. A: Why did you buy a lot of paint?         B: I --------------------- my bedroom tomorrow.
a) paint             b) painted             c) will paint        d) am going to paint

11. A: The windows are dirty.                      B: Yes, I know, I --------------------- them later.
a) am going to wash b) have washed  c) will wash      d) wash

12. Dad has bought some wood. So, he ----------------------- a new table for the kitchen tomorrow.
a) build b) have built          c) will build            d) is going to build 

13. Raman helped me fix my car. He ---------------------- me fix my computer next week.
a) will help b) helps               c) is going to help   d) is helping

14. When I see you tomorrow, I ------------------------- you my new book.
a) am going to show b) will show c) show                      d) showed

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
15. Mark has three ------------, --------- boy and two girls. --------- boy is 7 years old and their girls are 3.

a) children / a / A    b) children / a / The  c) child / the / A    d) child / the / The

16. -------------- -------------- center of the town.
a) That / the             b) This / a                  c) These / a        d) These / the

17. Peter and I have ------------ English class together. ------------- teacher is ------------- Ms. Smith.  
a) a / Our / the           b) a / His / - c) an / Our / - d) an / His / the

18. The people we met on holiday in the north of ------------ Canada came from ---------- USA.
a) a / the           b) - / the        c) - / an d) the / an

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
19. My flight ------------------- at 10:30 tomorrow, so I need to get to the airport by 9:00.

a) leaves              b) will leave                  c) is leaving             d) left

20. Do you know what time the movie ------------------------- tonight?
a) is beginning     b) will begin     c) begins                d) began
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c(next Monday)

bbuywill

bare going to

dbcabe

asooncd

forgotforgetwill

bwill

cwill

a(next Friday)dc

c(next Monday)da

d

a(later)db

know
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d(tomorrow)ba

c(next week)db

a(tomorrow)dc

.

bThreedc

the

dapartmentsab

theis brown.                             classtheof doorThe

cEnglish anba.Peter 

and Iour b dda.

bda.United 

States(US)the.dc

a

.

c
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1. Mr. Azadi works in a m__s__um. 

2. They are d__stro__ing the jungle.

3. Today, there are some  end__nge__ed animals on Earth.

4. All humans must pay at__en__ion to wildlife.

increasing / divided / killed / hunt / protecting / take care / hurt / injured / save 

1. My friend had an accident last night. He was badly.

2. My little brother his hand when he was playing with a hammer.

3. The hunters the leopard and destroyed its home.

4. What are you going to do to nature?

5. We the work between us.

6. We need to save animals and plants and of them.

7. The number of women who go to work is .

8. We mustn t let the people the birds and other animals.

1

2. A person who works in a zoo, taking care of the animals is a  z _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

3. Everyone needs to plan for the  f _ _ _ _ _ .

4. Dinosaurs  d _ _ _  out millions of years ago.

1. duck / lion / wolf / leopard 2. save / protect / hurt / take care of
3. school / college / road / university 4. farmer / danger / teacher / hunter

1. Firefighters soon the fire out.
a. take b. put c. turn d. make

2. I really like to be a because I enjoy visiting different places in the world.
a. hunter b. pilot c. tourist d. zookeeper

3. This is a mountain, but those mountains are low.
a. high b. long c. short d. thin

4. Humans cut down trees and destroy lakes. They make homes and roads .
a. natural b. instead c. forest d. future
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1. A: Let s have a party?   B: That s a great idea. We invite lots of people.
a. are going to b. will to c. are going d. will

2. I think I be sick because I feel terrible now.
a. go to b. will c. am going to d. going to

3. I think Sarah like the present we bought for her.
a. will b. is going to c. goes to like d. will be

4. A: Why are you turning on the television?     B: I watch the news.
a. was going to b. wanted to c. will d. am going to

1. tonight / I / late / will / home / be / probably.
-------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. are / travel / week / we / to / next / going / by train. 
-----------------------------------------------------------.

1. My father is going to buy a new car tomorrow.
---------------------------------------------------------------------?

2. They will go to a restaurant tonight.
---------------------------------------------------------------------?

3. The children are going to play football next week.
---------------------------------------------------------------------?

4. The students will visit Qom next summer.
---------------------------------------------------------------------?

1. ( help / injured ) 2. ( put out / fire ) 3. ( take care of / cheetah )

1. What is he going to do .

2. What are they doing?

3. What must we do? .

1. People need more places for living when their number ( increase ).

2. Look at those black clouds. It is going ( rain ).

3. Where will they ( visit ) next year?

4. There s no need to take an umbrella with you. It won t ( rain ).
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1. What are you going to do to save nature?

2. Are there lots of beautiful zebras living in this plain?                                                        

3. Students are interested in protecting nature.

4. Will they go to the mountain?

pain / goat / street / orange / attention / human / lake / aunt / ant / desk

person animal place thing idea

Australia is a country and is the sixth biggest country in the ---(1)---. 24 million people live in    
Australia and its capital city is Canberra. The largest city is Sydney. Many animals live in Australia,    
like the kangaroo and the koala. Australia is ---(2)--- to many animals that can be found nowhere else  
on Earth. People first ---(3)--- in Australia more than 50000 years ago or even earlier. For the first few 

---(4)---, and life was very hard. But soon they began to farm, and more 
people came. They lived in all parts of Australia. Their lives were simple, they had very few needs.    
They lived by ---(5)--- and fishing. Australia is a very big country, but much of the ---(6)--- is very dry. 

1 a. plain b. wildlife c. world d. nature
2 a. home b. land c. place d. plain
3 a. left b. arrived c. took d. paid
4 a. idea b. food c. thing d. pain
5 a. increasing b. reading c. falling d. hunting
6 a. forest b. danger c. land d. pattern

Dolphins are among the smaller whales. Most live in salt water oceans, but some live in rivers. There   
are oceanic dolphins and river dolphins. Dolphins are from 1.5 meters to 4 meters long, but the largest 
dolphin, the killer whale, can be up to 8 meters long. It is now known to be a mammal, and quite an 

easily breathe on the surface of the water. The skin of a dolphin has no scales. It is soft and smooth.  
They are very social and help each other fight off sea hunters. They have fought off sharks in this way. 
They look after the young, when the mothers need to leave them to hunt for food. The young need to 
breathe more often than the adults, and the food may be in deeper waters.

1. A few dolphins live in salt water oceans. (true or false) 2. A dolphin is a mammal. (true or false)

3. Dolphins never fight off sharks. (true or false) 4. A dolphin has a hard skin. (true or false)

5. Where is a ------------------------------------------------------------------------.

6. Are they among clever animals? ------------------------------------------------------------------------.
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1. saved 2. Protecting 3. take care 4. destroy
5. choose 6. died out 7. pay attention 8. increase
9. natural 10. injured 11. amazing 12. future
13. living 14. instead 15. recently 16. endangered

1. earth 2. elephant 3. plain 4. hunter
5. Spring 6. mountain 7. forest 8. visitor

1. nature 2. plan 3. hope 4. road
5. lake 6. whale 7. zebra 8. phrase

1. among 2. divided 3. interested 4. instead 5. especially
6. injured 7. low 8. put out 9. example 10. increase
11. protect 12. schedule 13. protection 14. heard 15. pay
16. pattern 17. destroyed 18. Hopefully 19. lost 20. natural
21. poems 22. zookeeper 23. mice 24. correct 25. injured

1. am going to 2. am going to 3. will 4. are / going to 5. will
6. will 7. will 8. will 9. am going to 10. will
11. will 12. will 13. is going to 14. will 15. are going to

1. Are they going to buy a house soon?

2. We are not going to watch TV tonight.

3

4. Where will you be this time next year?

5. I am going to make a phone call.

6. Are they going to visit a museum this weekend?

7. Will our family buy a new car next year?
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1. They are going to eat lunch in a restaurant.

2. I am going to wash my car.

3. He will travel to Paris by plane next week.

4. They are going to play volleyball tomorrow.

5. They will visit Yazd next summer.

1. to arrive 2. is going to fall 3. is going to 4 5. 'm going to
6. will 7. will 8. are going 9. will 10. will

1. museum 2. destroying 3. endangered 4. attention

1. injured 2. hurt 3. killed 4. save
5. divided 6. take care 7. increasing 8. hunt

1. tiger 2. zookeeper 3. future 4. died

1. duck 2. hurt 3. road 4. danger

1. put 2. tourist 3. high 4. instead

1. will 2. am going to 3. will 4. am going to

1. I will probably be home late tonight.

2. We are going to travel by train next week.

1. When is your father going to buy a new car?

2. Who will go to a restaurant tonight?

3. What are the children going to do next week?

4. Where will the students visit next summer?
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1. He is going to help the injured bird.

2. They are putting out the fire.

3. We (You) must take care of cheetahs.

1. increases 2. to rain 3. visit 4. rain

1. What are you going to do to save nature?

3. Students are interested in protecting nature.

person animal place thing idea
human goat street orange pain
aunt ant lake desk attention

1. world 2. home 3. arrived 4. food 5. hunting 6. land

1. false 2. true 3. false 4. false

5

6. Yes, they are among clever animals

09127211418@hassankhakpour

@EnglishVisionKhakpour

09141800310@JamalAhmadi1984

@PracticalEnglish99



=

hurt = damage = injure ) ( protect = take care = look after = support = save )(

wild domesticfire (v)put out

(dangerous = risky = unsafe) safedanger = risk ) #   safety(
#

increase    decreasealive   dead

really = actually = surely = in fact = honestlyfor example = for instance = like = such as

forest = jungle free  # busy
#

destroy # ( make = build )

(pay attention - notice ) # ignoredie out  # ( be born = live )

a few ( many = a lot of = a large number of )(natural = real) # unnatural = unreal = artificial)

instead = in place of sth/sb = rather thanhuman = a person = man = mankind

recently = newly = lastlyfind  # lose

( near close ) # far
#

be interested in = like # dislike - hate

( enough = sufficient  = adequate ) # ( inadequate = insufficient )
#

next last = previous after  before( happy = glad )  # ( sad =  upset = unhappy )
#

especially = particularlydifferent # ( same = similar )
#

( boring = tiring )    # ( amusing = entertaining = interesting )

voluntary obligatoryamazing =   wonderful
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Key Words of Vision One (lesson Two)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

above carry

abroad cell

actually choose
adjective city
against clear
age close
alike cloudy
all around cold
all day long collect
amazing cooking
animal comparative
angry compare
another control

ant create

appropriate creator
area creation
around cross
arrow daily
Asian danger

attack dangerous

become dark
beautiful deep
bed defend
best definition
better delicious
blood describe
blood stream details
body difficult
boring disease
both different
brain donate
brave downward
butter draw
camel dress
carefully drop
carbon each
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Key Words of Vision One (lesson Two)

Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings
earth healthy
easy heart
element heaven
energy hint
enough
Europe
even How wonderful!
everywhere Hubble 
example human
exercise hundred
expect important

expensive in fact

experience information
expression insect
extra inside

fact interest

famous interesting
far in terms of
farther Japanese
farthest Jupiter
fatty keep
fight kind
fill in land
following large
form late
fresh laugh
funny lens
gift light
go around liquid
gold listen
golden lots of
good many
grow mark

half Mars

handwriting material
happen medium
hard Mercury
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Key Words of Vision One (lesson Two)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

metal powerful

modern protect

monkey practice

mountain quality
more than question

most really

much ring

nation rising

near river

neighbor rock

Neptune rocky

nothing round

observe Russia

observer Saturn

observatory sea

of all seafood

shark

opinion sick
orbit sign

organ silk

order silver

Oxygen situation

pair sky

pepper sleep

picture soldier

planet spelling

plasma stay

plastic strange

Pluto strong

player such as

polite suitable

pump summer

power sun
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Key Words of Vision One (lesson Two)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

superlative Uranus

sure useful

terrible Venus

than village

thank watch

things with
think about without

thousand wonder

tonight wonderful

train wooden

ugly worse

under worst

underline yellow

upward young

Notes:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Conversation (Student Book: Page )

Alireza is visiting an observatory. He is talking to Ms. Tabesh who works there.

Ms.Tabesh: Are you interested in the planets?

Alireza:

Ms.Tabesh: Planets are really amazing but not so much alike. Do you know how they 
are different?

Alireza: Umm... I know they go around the Sun in different orbits.

Ms.Tabesh: 
Mars, some have rings like Saturn and some have moons like Uranus. 

Alireza: How wonderful! Can we see them without a telescope? 

Ms.Tabesh: Yeah..., we can see the planets nearer to us without a telescope, such as 
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. We can see Uranus and Neptune only with 
powerful telescopes.

Alireza: And which planet is the largest of all?

Ms. Tabesh: Jupiter is the largest one. It has more than 60 moons. Do you want to look at it?

Alireza: I really like that.
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Reading (Student Book: Page 50)  

A Wonderful Liquid

The human body is a real wonder. It is sometimes good to think about our body and 

how it works. Our body is doing millions of jobs all the time.

One of the most important parts of the body is blood. The heart pumps this red liquid 

around the body. This keeps us healthy and alive. 

More than half of blood is plasma. This is a clear and yellow liquid. It carries red 

and white cells. There are millions of red blood cells in one small drop of blood. They 

carry oxygen round the body and collect carbon dioxide from body parts. There are

thousands of white cells in a drop of blood. They are bigger than red cells. They defend 

our body against microbes. 

This wonderful liquid is a great gift from Allah. We can thank Allah by keeping our 

body healthy. One way to do that is eating healthy food and doing daily exercises. 

Another way is to donate our blood to those who need it.
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compare / strong / important / ugly / suitable/ disease / exercise / strange / blood

1. ------------------ keeps us safe from some injuries.

2. He was looking at me in a very ------------------ way.

3. She is beautiful, but her younger sister is really ------------------.

4. Bacteria and viruses are two ------------------ types of microbes.

5. The heart pumps ------------------ round the body to keeps us alive.

6. My brother has a very ------------------ body because he does a lot of exercise.

7. We want to ------------------ the prices of all the cars before deciding which one to buy.

8. Some children have to do work that is not ------------------ for them and they often do not like it.

worst / healthy / element / drop / lost / orbits / without / abroad / carry

9. We should have a ------------------ breakfast because it gives us a lot of energy.

10. ------------------ student in our class.

11. There are millions of red blood cells in one small ------------------ of blood.

12. The injured man was too heavy for me to ------------------.

13. I was very sad when I ------------------ my watch in a store.

14. Planets go around the Sun in different ------------------

15. Can we see all planets ------------------ a telescope?

16. ------------------.

1. Gold is the most expensive m _ _ _ _ of the world.

2. A  c _ _ _ _  can live without water for a long time.

3.

4.

5. Plants and animals need  o _ _ _ _ _  to live.

6. A person or thing that is  h _ _ _ _ _ _  gives help.

7. It is  p _ _ _ _ _  to say please when you ask for something.

8. White blood cells  d _ _ _ _ _  body against diseases.
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gift / planet / war / collect / pepper / daily / heart / sky / village

1. A small place where people live: (------------------)

2. To go and get someone or something: (------------------)

3. That happens or comes every day or once a day: (------------------)

4. Something that you give to or get from somebody: (------------------)

5. The space above the earth where you can see the sun: (------------------)

6. A large round thing in space that moves around the sun: (------------------)

7. Fighting between countries or between groups of people: (------------------)

8. around inside: (------------------)

1. My father went to the hospital and ------------------ blood yesterday.

a. attacked b. pumped c. defended d. donated

2. ------------------ to climb a mountain in bad weather.

a. important b. dangerous c. comparative d. suitable

3. A ------------------ is the organ inside the head of a human or an animal that thinks and feels.

a. sign b. blood c. brain d. hint

4. The school bus ------------------ the students each morning.

a. collects b. checks c. completes d. compares

5. ------------------ before you start an exercise program.

a. element b. interest c. opinion d. quality

6. ------------------ my feelings for her.

a. defend b. describe c. happen d. create

7. Plasma is a ------------------ and yellow liquid and carries red and white cells.

a. cheap b. fresh c. wonder d. clear

8. What ------------------ if nobody comes to the party?

a. happens b. describes c. creates d. crosses

9. A special building for studying stars, planets, weather, etc. is called a/an  ------------------.

a. superlative b. observatory c. abroad d. telescope

10. The white cells in our blood are like ------------------ that defend the body against microbes.

a. peppers b. soldiers c. arrows d. wonders
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11. The bed was hard, but it was ------------------ than nothing.

a. better b. more c. worse d. farther

12. ------------------ taking a break.

a. without b. even c. extra d. round

13. The hole is so ------------------

a. dangerous b. deep c. clear d. real

14. We can thank Allah by keeping our body ------------------.

a. downward b. wonderful c. healthy d. interested

15. We live in a/an  ------------------ world. All around us there are amazing things.

a. upward b. famous c. important d. wonderful

16. The ------------------

a. details b. opinion c. quality d. nation

17. ------------------

a. interest b. detail c. term d. hint

18. I have to be in London on Friday for a/an ------------------ meeting.

a. important b. dangerous c. powerful d. cloudy

19. Heart ------------------ is the most important reason of death in many Western countries.

a. blood b. disease c. plasma d. liquid

20. Telescopes and microscopes are ------------------ machines for working on different creations.

a. interesting b. delicious c. dangerous d. useful

21. For the first few months the babies looked so ------------------

a. alike b. ugly c. beautiful d. rising

22. My father is going to ------------------ some computers to our school.

a. laugh b. happen c. describe d. donate

23. A chemical element that is a gas with no smell or color is called ------------------.

a. heavens b. oxygen c. silver d. plasma

24. ------------------

a. Fact b. Even c. Such d. Without

25. All she needed to ------------------ her happiness was a baby.

a. complete b. attack c. pump d. donate
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.carniceThis is a

to bebeautifulareThese flowers 

.coldgotThe weather 

oldMy father is 

My father is older than your father.

My father is the oldest man in our family

as as

I'm as tall as you.

Farhad is as rich as Ali.

asso

Our house is not so expensive as your house.

asas

My brother can sing as beautifully as a famous singer.

Catherine explained the lesson to the class as well as an experienced teacher.
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hot tall large short
heavy - happy easy - busy
careful useless - careless

beautiful expensive difficult
good bad little far

er

thanest

the

Alireza is tall.

Mehran is taller than Alireza.

Shahin is the tallest student in our class.

erest

big, bigger, biggest  

great, greater, greatest

eereste

large, larger, largest

y
erthan

estthe

yi

y

Lesson one was easy.

Lesson two is easier than lesson one.

Lesson four is the easiest lesson in book.
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y
morethanthe most

My father is a careful driver.

My brother is more careful than my father.

Raman is the most careful driver in our city.

y

Gold is a very expensive metal

Gold is more expensive than silver.

Gold is the most expensive metal of the world.

good better than the best
bad worse than the worst
far farther than the farthest
far further than the furthest

little less than the least
little smaller than the smallest
many more than the most
much more than the most

His handwriting is as good as my handwriting.

Our car is better than their car.

It s the best food in the restaurant. 
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than

Ali is 23 years old. Mehdi is 21 years old. Ali is older. (than Mehdi)

Let s go by bus. It s cheaper. (than taxi)

ed ing moremost

tired more tired than the most tired
confusing more confusing than the most confusing

I m very tired today. I m more tired than you.

older oldesteldereldest

My older / elder brother is a nurse.

erestmoremost

moremost

politequietgentleclever

narrowstupidcruelcommon

handsomelikelysimplepleasant

shallowtruelivelyhappy

This river is shallower / more shallow than that one.

mucha lotvery

a bita little

Going by bus is much cheaper than taking a taxi.  

This table is a bit bigger than that brown one

moremost

carefully more carefully than the most carefully

beautifully more beautifully than the most beautifully 

He writes English more beautifully than me.
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I bought a  nice big new blue Italian cotton shirt last week.

We have bought an expensive large Italian car.

Mary always likes to drive a little old red car.

woodenItalianbluenewbigbeautiful

metalGermanredoldsmallnice

silkIranianyellowyounglargelovely

cottonAmericanblackancientshortexpensive

a, an, andthis, that, these, thosemy, 

your,one, two, three, some, many, a few, 

Raman has two expensive small old black Iranian bicycles.

very really

historic - sports - chemistry - sleeping
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1. Rain in the wet season is ------- (heavy) than during the rest of the year.

2. Oh fine, it was raining yesterday but today the weather is ------- (good).

3. Kish island is ------- (interesting) island I have ever visited.

4. Travelling by plane is ------- (fast) than travelling by train.

5. She thinks that Chinese is ------- (difficult) than English.  

6. A: Do you feel better today?   B: No, I feel ------- (bad).

7. Ali is 8 and Reza is 10. Ali is ------- (young) Reza.

8. Chile has a ------- (small) population than China.

9. Greenland is ------- (large) island in the world.

10. Don t write a letter. It s  ------- (easy) to call.

11. The Amazon is ------- (wide) than the Nile.

12. Jamaica is ------- (sunny) than Norway.

13. Speak ------- (loud), I can t hear you.

14. The school is ------- (far) the bank.

15. Canada is ------- (big) France.

1. beautiful / is / than / more / this scarf / in the window / the one.
1. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. year / season / winter / coldest / of / the / the / is.
2. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

3. was / for years / the best / had / he / I / friend.
3. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

4. walks / brother / she / her / faster / than.
4. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

5. are / the shirt / than / cheaper / the gloves ?
5. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

6. river / the / in / what / world / longest / is / the?
6. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------?

7. hotel / are / worst / they / going to / the / not.
7. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
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1. I am 20 years old. My brother is 25 years old. I am him. He is than me.

2. We have a poor family. They have a rich family. They have money us.

3. Ali is 170 cm. Reza is 175 cm. Hamid is 180 cm. Actually, Hamid is of all.

4. Neptune is the eighth and known planet from the Sun in the Solar System.

5. A village is very small. A town is a village, but than a city.

6. Mercury is planet in the Solar System and to the Sun.

7. Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and in the Solar System.

8. My parents are 60 years old. My father is  my mother.

9. My uncle is very . He s about 2 meters.

10. Summer is season of the year.

1. The Eiffel tower is the Statue of Liberty.

a. the highest b. higher than c. highest d. higher

2. Spring is than fall, but summer is the of all.
a. hotter / hottest b. hottest / hotter c. hotter / hotter d. the hottest / hottest

3. These tomatoes don t taste very good. The other ones tasted .
a. worse b. good c. better d. bad

4. People today aren t very polite. In the past, they were .
a. polite b. more polite c. the most polite d. as polite as

5. They ve got money than they need.
a. the most b. much c. more d. many

6. Einstein was man of the 20th century.
a. intelligent b. more intelligent c. most intelligent d. the most intelligent

7. Tigers are as as lions.
a. more dangerous b. the most dangerous c. dangerous d. most dangerous

8. Sharks are dangerous animals of the sea.
a. more b. much c. many d. the most

9. Your parents are friends for you.
a. better b. good c. the best d. worse

10. She told me the story I had ever heard.
a. strangest b. stranger than c. the strangest d. strange

11. I know he is not very good at math but David is .
a. worse than b. bad c. worst d. worse

12. The turtle is animal I have ever known.
a. slowest b. slower c. the slowest d. slower than
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Grammar Tests ( Lesson 2)

1. Her handwriting is not as as my handwriting.
a) worse                   b) the worst   c) the best        d) bad

2. His car was very cheap. I expected is to be than my car.
a) the most expensive b) more expensive   c) expensive           d) as expensive as

3. It s a very good room. It is room in this hotel.
a) the worst                b) the best                c) better                    d) worst

4. It s a terrible hospital. It s hospital in the city.
a) the worst         b) the best           c) better                 d) worse

5. The exam was very difficult. Your mark ----------------- than this.
a) better                    b) worse                  c) well                  d) the best

6. ----------------------- food in the restaurant. 
a) better                   b) the best            c) the worst                d) worse

7. Our hotel was ----------------------- than all the others in the town.
a) the cheapest         b) as cheap as         c) cheaper          d) cheap

8. It was a terrible experience. It was ----------------------- experience of my life.
a) the worst             b) the best            c) better                   d) worse

9. The red car is ----------------------- than the black car.
a) expensive      b) more expensive     c) as expensive as d) the most expensive

10. The man is 70 kilos. The woman is 67 kilos. The man is ----------------------- the woman.
a) the heaviest     b) as heavy as             c) heavier than        d) heavier

11. Robert does not write well. He has ----------------------- handwriting in our class.
a) bad                    b) worse                    c) the worst            d) as bad as

12. My brother has a ----------------------- cat.
a) pretty big brown Asian                       b) pretty big Asian brown
c) big pretty brown Asian                         d) big brown pretty Asian

13. --------------------- box in our house.
a) small nice metal black                           b) small nice black metal
c) nice black small metal                           d) nice small black metal

14.They live in a ----------------------- house.
a) beautiful wooden old b) beautiful old wooden c) old beautiful wooden  d) wooden beautiful old

15. My friend never lets his little brother drive his ----------------- car.
a) old expensive big b) big old expensive c) big expensive old      d) expensive big old       

16. Which sport is --------------------- dangerous of all the sports in the Olympics?
a.) least          b) more      c) the most        d) many

17. Did the tall young woman look in that ------------- dress?
a long green silk              b) green long silk               c) silk long green        d) long silk green

18. That -------- bicycle is --------- expensive than this motorcycle.
a) German nice / most   b) nice German / most c) German nice / more      d) nice German / more

19. There are many cheap things in the shop, but the cake is ---------------- thing.
a) cheap          b) cheaper than           c) cheaper    d) the cheapest

20. I had --------------- time than I needed to finish that work.
a) little                  b) less         c) the least           d) many
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dasas

a, b, c

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bthaner more 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bdcba

b

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

adcba

a

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bthandc

b

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bdabc

b

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cthan

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

adcba

a

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bthan

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

cda

.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c
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a

Asianbbrownd

bigcpretty

Asianbrownbigpretty

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d

metalblacksmallnice

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b

woodenoldbeautiful

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d

oldbigexpensive

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c

a

silkgreenlong

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

da,cthan 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

bthan.little

less than
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1. An  obs__rvat__ry is a building from which scientists can watch the planets and the stars.

2. School days are said to be the  h__pp__est  days of your life.

3. I have a  t__ous__nd  things to do before we go away.

4. Do you have any  info__mat__on about train times?

wonder / expensive / compare / interested / heavens / suitable / happened / microscope / healthy

1. I was looking for a birthday present for my mother but I didn t find anything .

2. If you house prices in the two areas, it s amazing how different they are.

3. It just that we went to see that new film last night.

4. Eating fruit and vegetables is part of a lifestyle.

5. He wasn t very in what his father was saying.

6. They looked at the blood samples under the .

7. If you didn t study, no you failed the test.

8. A large house like this must be to heat.

1. A  s _ _ _ _ is a big fish that lives in the sea and is very dangerous.

2. You use it to look at things that are a long way from you. It is a t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

3. The red liquid that is sent around the body by the heart is  b _ _ _ _ .

4. The Sun is a star but the Earth is a  p _ _ _ _ _ .

1. Uranus / Mercury / Oxygen / Saturn 2. heart / moon / blood / brain
3. rocky / wooden / boring / silk 4. cloudy / sunny / rainy / funny

1. I was standing just enough to hear what they were saying.

a. far b. even c. near d. such

2. Red blood cells carry oxygen round the body and carbon dioxide from body parts.

a. donate b. collect c. lose d. create

3. If you need any help, just call me.

a. without b. round c. drop d. extra

4. We can keep our body by doing daily exercises.

a. upward b. difficult c. dangerous d. healthy
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1. It was holiday than the one we had last year.

a. a long b. a longer c. longest d. the longest

2. This food is than the food we had yesterday.

a. better much b. much better c. the best d. good

3. They have three boys. Ali is the and Reza is the .

a. oldest / youngest b. older / younger c. tall / short d. taller / shorter

4. Which sentence is wrong?

a. That is a really ugly wooden chair. b. I carried a very small black suitcase.
c. They have some old French paintings. d. She was wearing a red new silk dress.

1. the cheapest / in China / is / what / of travelling / way?

1. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------?

2. in music / am / sport / I / interested / than / more.

2. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

1. Gold is expensive. Gold is silver. Gold is metal of the world.

2. My handwriting is bad. Your handwriting is worse my handwriting. 

3. Neptune is planet from the Sun in our solar system.

1. Is your mother older than your father? (no)

1. ------------------------------------------------------------.

2. Are tigers more dangerous than lions? (as)

2. -----------------------------------------------------------.

3. Is Europe bigger than Asia? (no)

3. -----------------------------------------------------------.

1. He is as  as his cousin. He also takes care of things. (careful)

2. Why don t you call the doctor? He looks  than last night. (bad)

3. A cat is big, a dog is bigger, an elephant is  of all. (big)

4. He always goes shopping on Fridays and he buys his clothes in  shops. (expensive)
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Rising Intonation

1. Is this city the smallest city in the world?

2. He is the best student in our school.

3. Your dress is awful darling!

4.

A cheetah is a large cat that lives in Africa. It is the fastest ---(1)--- animal and can run up to 
112 kilometers per hour for a short time. Most cheetahs live in Africa. There are a ---(2)--- in 
Asia. Cheetahs are active during the day, and hunt in the early morning or late evening. When the 
cheetah hunts, it ---(3)--- and secretly moves toward its prey. When it is close to the prey (about 
10 30 meters), it ---(4)--- after it very quickly. The animals that the hunter hunts are called prey. 
Hunters may or may not kill their prey ---(5)--- eating them. But the act of hunting always causes 
the death of its prey. The cheetah cannot ---(6)--- itself against lions that would take the cheetah's 
prey away. 

1 a. past b. future c. land d. sea
2 a. much b. lot c. few d. many
3 a. recently b. carelessly c. hardly d. slowly
4 a. sleeps b. protects c. helps d. runs
5 a. during b. before c. between d. after
6 a. hear b. defend c. move d. carry

The Solar System is the Sun and all the objects in orbit around it. The Sun is orbited by 
planets and other things. The Sun is a star. The other objects are pulled into orbit around the Sun. 
The Sun is mostly made out of hydrogen and helium. There are eight planets in the Solar System. 
From closest to farthest from the Sun, they are: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus and Neptune. 

Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun in the Solar System. Mars is rocky and cold and it is a 
red planet. Its atmosphere is very thin and has a lot of carbon dioxide and a very tiny amount of 
oxygen. The temperatures on Mars are colder than on Earth, because it is farther away from the 
Sun and has less air to keep warmth in. Mars has two small moons, called Phobos and Deimos.

1. Which planet is the closest from the Sun? (-----------------)

2. Which planet is the farthest from the Sun? (-----------------)

3. Which planet is the sixth planet from the Sun? (-----------------)

4. Which planet is the fourth planet from the Sun? (-----------------)

5. Mars is a red planet because it isn t rocky and cold. (True or  False)

6. The temperatures on Earth are warmer than on Mars. (True or  False)

7. Mars has two small moons, called Phobos and Deimos. (True or  False)

8. The Sun is a planet because the other objects are pulled into orbit around it. (True or  False)
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1. Exercise 2. strange 3. ugly 4. important

5. blood 6. strong 7. compare 8. suitable

9. healthy 10. worst 11. drop 12. carry

13. lost 14. orbits 15. without 16. abroad 

1. metal 2. camel 3. fact 4. difficult
5. oxygen 6. helpful 7. polite 8. defend

1. village 2. collect 3. daily 4. gift
5. sky 6. planet 7. war 8. heart

1. donated 2. dangerous 3. brain

4. collects 5. opinion 6. describe

7. clear 8. happens 9. observatory

10. soldiers 11. better 12. without

13. deep 14. healthy 15. wonderful

16. quality 17. detail 18. important

19. disease 20. useful 21. alike

22. donate 23. oxygen 24. Even

25. complete
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1. heavier 2. better 3. the most interesting

1. faster 2. more difficult 6. worse

7. younger than 8. smaller 9. the largest

10. easier 11. wider 12. sunnier

13. louder 14. farther than 15. bigger than

1. This scarf is more beautiful than the one in the window.

2. Winter is the coldest season of the year. 

3. He was the best friend I had for years. 

4. She walks faster than her brother. 

5. Are the gloves cheaper than the shirt?

6. What is the longest river in the world?

7. They are not going to the worst hotel. 

1. younger than / older 2. more / than

3. the tallest 4. the farthest

5. bigger than / smaller 6. the smallest / the closest 

7. the largest 8. as old as

9. tall 10. the hottest

1. higher than 2. hotter / hottest 3. better

4. more polite 5. more 6. the most intelligent

7. dangerous 8. the most 9. the best

10. strangest 11. worse 12. the slowest
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1. observatory 2. happiest 

3. thousand 4. information

1. suitable 2. compare

3. happened 4. healthy

5. interested 6. microscope 

7. wonder 8. expensive

1. shark 2. telescope 

3. blood 4. planet

1. Oxygen 2. moon

3. boring 4. funny

1. near 2. collect

3. extra 4. healthy

1. b 2. b 3. a 4. d

1. What is the cheapest way of travelling in China? 

2. I am more interested in music than sport. 
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1. more expensive than / the most expensive

2. than 3. the farthest

1. No, my father is older than my mother.
No, my mother is younger than my father.

2. No, tigers are as dangerous as lions.

3. No, Asia is bigger than Europe.  
No, Europe is smaller than Asia. 

1. careful 2. worse

3. the biggest 4. the most expensive

(Rising Intonation )

1. Is this city the smallest city in the world?

3. Your dress is awful darling!

1. land 2. few 3. slowly

4. runs 5. before 6. defend

1. Mercury 2. Neptune 3. Saturn 4. Mars

5. false 6. true 7. true 8. false

------------------------------------------

09127211418@HassanKhakpour

09141800310@JamalAhmadi1984

------------------------------------------



=

wonderful = amazinggo around = orbit (v) = circle (v)

near farwithoutwith

( powerful = strong ) # weakrocky = full  of  rocks (stones)

=

interesting = attractive 

=

orbit (n)    = ( round) path

( be interested in = like = love ) ( dislike = hate)different # ( same  =  similar  =  alike )

type =  kind = sortliquid # solid exercise = sport

(famous = well-known = popular = celebrated ) unknown( clear = clean = neat = tidy ) ( unclear = dirty )

(useful = helpful ) (harmful = useless = helpless)really = actually = in fact fact = truth

health (n) ( illness = sickness = disease )healthy (adj) = well )  ( ill = sick )

carry  = transfer = move = take( defend  = protect = support )    attack

collect = gather = pick up = takealive # dead expensive  # cheap

( important = main = chief = necessary = needed ) # (unimportant = unnecessary = needless )
#

donate = grant = givegift = present(n) ugly  # ( beautiful = pretty = nice)
#

abroad oversea (delicious = tasty) tastelessdangerous = risky = unsafe  )        # safe
#

( strange = odd = abnormal = unusual ) ( ordinary = normal = usual = common )

brave timid                     best worst ( modern = new )   old young old
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Key Words of Vision One (Lesson Three)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

action emphasis
airplane emphatic
anything energetic
ashamed everything
at all experience
at first experiment
at that time express
at the moment face
background farmer
be after feel
become finally
behave flu
being fortunately
belief full of
believe gain
break get around
build given
bulb give up
camera go out
carry out grave
change into grow up
column hall
come in have fun
cookie head
cool hearing
cradle heavily
description herself
destroy himself
destructive history
develop historian
do research holiday
drive holy
driver hospital
emotion hungry
emotional idea
emotionless ideal
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Key Words of Vision One (Lesson Three)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

interrogative pass away
into past progressive
invent patient -

inventor peace -

invention place -

itself poem
jump out poet
key possible
kill power
kitty problem
knowledge profit
laboratory prophet
language publish
light bulb put aside
jump out quickly
math quit
meaning rainy
medicine rapidly
must rather
myself refinery
narrate - relate
narrator remember
near researcher
negative rich
next door - sadly
noise science
noisy scientist
no one seek
notice sense
novel situation
observe skill
ourselves skillful
over there slowly
pain smoke
painful smoking
painless solve
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Key Words of Vision One (Lesson Three)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

solution try

speaker under
special unfortunately
state universe
still university
story until
success value
successful valuable
successfully wait
themselves weak
think week
thinker when
thought while
thousands whereas
together yard
translate yeah
translator yourself
translation yourselves
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Conversation (Student Book: Page 76)

Roya and Mahsa are leaving the library.

Roya: When I came in, you were reading a book. What was it?

Mahsa: I was reading a book about famous Iranian scientists.

Roya: But such books are not very interesting.

Mahsa: At first I had the same idea, believe me!

Roya: Did you find it useful?

Mahsa: Oh yes. Actually I learned many interesting things about our

Roya: Like what?

Mahsa: For example Razi taught medicine to many young people while he was working 
in Ray Hospital. Or Nasireddin Toosi built Maragheh Observatory when he was 
studying the planets.

Roya: Cool! What was the name of the book?

Mahsa: Famous Iranian Scientists.
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Reading (Student Book: Page 80)

No Pain No Gain

Human knowledge develops with scientists hard work. Many great men and women 
try hard to find facts, solve problems and invent things.

Some of these scientists did not have easy lives. But they tried hard when they were 
working on problems. They never felt weak when they were studying. They never gave 
up when they were doing research. 

There are great stories about scientists and their lives. One such a story is about Thomas 
Edison. As a young boy, Edison was very interested in science. He was very energetic and 
always asked questions. Sadly, young Edison lost his hearing at the age of 12. He did not 
attend school and learned science by reading books in the library himself.

When he grew up he worked in different places, but he never lost his interest for making 
things. Edison was famous for doing thousands of experiments to find answers to 

Edison had more than 1,000 inventions and was very successful at the end of his life.
Many great names had stories like this.

But the key to their success is their hard work and belief in themselves. If you want to get
what you want, work hard and never give up.
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developed / inventions / try / possible / lives / experiments / situation / fortunately / medicines

1. ------------------, we got home before it started to rain.

2. Is it right to say that ------------------ make people famous?                                                      

3. This antibiotic should not be taken with other ------------------.

4. We ------------------.

5. If your brother wants to learn English, he must ------------------ hard.

6. In 1879, Edison ------------------ the first successful electric light bulb.

7. Some people believe that ------------------ on animals should be stopped.

8. Will it be ------------------ for human beings to live on other planets some day in future?

inventors / passed / solve / thousands / interview / knowledge / cradle / published / translate

9. We were asked to ------------------ a list of sentences.

10. Her ------------------ of English grammar is very good.

11. She was only 19 when her first novel was ------------------.

12. er father ------------------ away last week.

13. They spent ------------------ of dollars trying to fix the problem.

14. He lived in the same village from the ------------------ to the grave.

15. I really hope this report will help to ------------------ those problems.

16. Edison was one of the most important scientists and ------------------ of the past two centuries.

1. Someone who has invented something or whose job is to invent things is an  i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

2. A device for taking photographs or making films is a  c _ _ _ _ _ .

3. We use a  t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to talk with someone in another place.

4. A  p _ _ _ _ _ _ is a sick person that a doctor is looking after.

5. A light  b _ _ _ gives us an easier life when there is no light.

6. If you are  e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , you have a lot of energy.

7. We use it for air travel. It is an  a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

8. The coldest season of the year is  w _ _ _ _ _ .
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quit / careless / thinker / description / value/ experiment / translator / noise / weak

1. A person whose job is changing words, especially written words, into a different language: (------------)

2. A test done to learn something or to discover if something works or is true: (------------------)

3. A sound or sounds, especially when it is unwanted, unpleasant, or loud: (------------------)

4. Someone who considers important subjects or produces new ideas: (------------------)

5. The amount of money that can be received for something: (------------------)

6. Not taking or showing enough care and attention: (------------------)

7. To stop doing something: (------------------)

8. Not physically strong: (------------------)

1. ------------------ on mice can give us an idea of the effect of the disease in humans.
a. Thinking b. Describing c. Experimenting d. Developing

2. They work ------------------ the night and sleep by day.
a. during b. while c. still d. at all

3. A lot of people ------------------ in life after death.
a. invent b. relate c. guess d. believe

4. Ali got here at midday and Reza arrived soon ------------------.
a. at all b. after c. same d. rather

5. He is the writer of two books on French ------------------.
a. invention b. history c. emphatic d. medicine

6. Could you mind my bag for a/an ------------------ while I go to the toilet?
a. moment b. stress c. emphasis d. possible 

7. The role of scientists is to ------------------ and describe the world, not to try to control it.
a. publish b. feel c. observe d. change into

8. The ------------------ of a sentence often depends on stress and intonation.
a. during b. peace c. history d. meaning

9. Can we ------------------ that question ------------------ for now, and come back to it later?
a. be / after b. give / up c. put / aside d. grow / up

10. We tried to get tickets, but ------------------ they were already sold out.
a. strongly b. unfortunately c. finally d. suddenly
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11. It was snowing ------------------ when I had an accident.
a. fortunately b. finally c. heavily d. hopefully

12. Like a lot of men, he finds it difficult to express his ------------------.
a. languages b. inventions c. medicines d. emotions

13. I ------------------ him some sandwiches because I thought he might be hungry.
a. invented b. brought c. changed into d. noticed

14. The scientists feel --------------- when they solve problems and find answers to their questions.
a. skillful b. careful c. successful d. careless

15. He started his working life as an engineer but later ------------------ a teacher.
a. believed b. became c. invented d. rang

16. Mars is sometimes ------------------ the red planet because of its different color.
a. attended b. called c. behaved d. related

17. He was a/an ------------------ businessman before becoming a writer.
a. situation b. invention c. knowledge d. successful

18. ------------------ so badly!
a. bring b. behave c. guess d. solve

19. Would you ------------------ your job if you got lots of money?
a. quit b. express c. get around d. come in

20. They are very interested in starting work as soon as ------------------.
a. reflexive b. description c. possible d. together

21. They are doing some ------------------ on the language of dolphins. 
a. research b. invention c. emphasis d. stress

22. You need to state your arguments with greater ------------------.
a. creation b. cradle c. emphasis d. worth

23. Is there anything ------------------
a. hospital b. special c. moment d. thought

24. After months of looking he ------------------ found a job.
a. strongly b. finally c. quickly d. unfortunately

25. His ------------------ in God gave him hope during difficult times.
a. belief b. growth c. behavior d. interview
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Past Continuous Tense

ingwas were

We were workingI was working

You were workingYou were working

They were working
He was working
She was working

It was working

He was watching a movie yesterday from 6 to 8.

This time last year we were visiting Brazil.        

werewas

notn t

Were you watching television at 10 o clock last night?

He wasn t studying at 8 o clock yesterday

I was talking to my friend at this time yesterday.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

She was cleaning her room when somebody knocked at the door.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I was watching a good movie during my flight
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When we arrived in London, the sun was shining .
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when

while

When my friend phoned me, I was playing tennis.

While I was playing tennis, my friend phoned me.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

whileas

As they were sleeping, their father came home

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

while

as

They ------- ----- to the radio while their mother -------------- them their breakfast. 
a) were listening / was preparing                    b) were listening / prepared
c) listened / was preparing                           d) listened / prepared

a

While my mother was cooking dinner at the kitchen, I was studying my lessons.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mr. Kazemi went to Paris five times last year.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When ,

when

While , 

While
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ourselvesmyself

yourselvesyourself

themselves    

himself

herself

itself

Emphatic Pronouns

.roomcleaned the themselvesThey

. themselvesthe roomcleanedThey

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

sletourselves

.    ourselvesclean these rooms sLet

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
by

She washed all the dishes by herself. 

. yourself, ask the teacher for helpby

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reflexive Pronouns:

I saw myself in the mirror. 

He is cooking himself a good meal.

Mina made herself a dress.
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They themselves cleaned the room.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.)money among themselvesthe : NOT.          (themamongThey divided the money 

.)   take her bag with herself: NOT.                   (herwitht take her bag She didn

.)    close the door after yourself: NOT.                      (youafterPlease close the door 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
helpmakeenjoy

I really enjoy myself at the party yesterday.        

Please help yourself with sandwiches.

Please make yourself at home.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

each otherone another)

Jack and John write to each other / one another every week.   

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. Ali ------- (talk) to Reza when I ------- (arrive) at the party.

2. When the phone ------- (ring), she ------- (write) a letter.

3. While John ------- (sleep) last night, someone ------- (steal) his car.

4. The computer suddenly ------- (go) off while he ------- (wait) for an e-mail.

5. It ------- (start) to rain when we ------- (have) dinner.

6. Yesterday at this time, I ------- (sit) at my desk at work.

7. You ------- (not/listen) to me when I ------- (tell) you to turn the TV off.

8. You ------- (study) when she ------- (call) for dinner.

9. What were you ------ (do) at 11:30 yesterday? Were you ------ (work)?

10. A: What did he say?     B: I don t know. I ------- (not/listen).

1. studying  / playing / while / outside / he / were / was / we / his lessons.
1.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. were / hard / to / bird / trying / save / they / the injured.
2.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

3. reading / my father / I / when / was / came in / a book.
3.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

4.
4.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

5. snowing / when / it / got up / you / was?
5.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------?

6. doing / at / yesterday / were / 
6. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------?

7. the window/ football / were / the boys / they / playing / broke / when.
7. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

1. It was a beautiful morning. The sun --- shining, and the birds - singing.

2. I didn t see you yesterday. Where ------- you?

3. I ------- having a shower. That s why I ------- answer the phone.

4. I was writing a report ------- she was playing the piano.
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5. A: ------- you watching the film at nine o clock last night?       

B: No, I ------- . I ------- reading a book.

6. A: ------- you go out last night?    B: No, I ------- too tired  

7. This time last year I ------- living in Dubai. 

A B

1. Where ---------- they living in 1995? a. Because he was late.

2. ---------- your father wearing a suit yesterday? b. I was asleep.

3. ---------- it raining when you got up? c. In Shiraz.

4. What ---------- d. No, it was sunny.

5. Why ---------- your brother driving so fast? e.

1. What were they doing when you arrived? (have / dinner)
1.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. What were the students doing when the teacher came in? (do / homework)
2.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

3. What were you doing at 19 yesterday evening? (listen / music)
3.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

4. What time was your brother studying English yesterday? (8:00)
4.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

5. Did you break your leg while you were playing football? (yes)
5.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

1. My brother cut ------------------------- with a knife.

2. She fell off her bicycle, but she -------------------------.

3. They had a nice time. They enjoyed -------------------------.

4. We had a good vacation. We enjoyed -------------------------.

5. I went on vacation by -------------------------.

6. -------------------------. It will be much cheaper.

7. The film -------------------------

8. -------------------------.

9. I gave them a key to our house so that they could let ------------------------- in.

10. A: Can I take another biscuit?     B: Of course. Help -------------------------!
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1. Who fixed the bicycle for you?

1. Nobody. I -----------------------------------.

2. Who cuts his hair for him?

2. Nobody. He cuts -----------------------------------.

3. Do you want me to post that letter for you?

3. -----------------------------------.

4. Who told you that Ali was going away?

4. Ali -----------------------------------.

5. Can you phone Reza for me?

5. -----------------------------------?

1. themselves / did / scientists / experiment / the / the.
1.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. cleaned / mother / herself / my / room / by / the.
2.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

3. myself / my / I / homework / did.
3.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

4. a / for / baked / we / cake / ourselves / big.
4.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

5. the / they / painted / walls / themselves.
5.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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sVerbStateAction

(action verbs) (state verbs)

):(action verbs

ing

She watches TV every night. 

She is watching a good movie at the moment.

I wrote a letter to my boss three days ago

I was writing a letter last night when the phone rang.

(state verbs)

ing

They own a big house
(NOT: They are owning a big house )

believeunderstandrecognize

rememberimagineforget

knownoticemean

ownbelongpossess

consistcontainhave

owedepend oninclude

seemlookappear
becomegrowget

befeelgo
remainstaytaste
smellturnsound
seehearkeep

wishloveneed

doubtmindwant

likehopehate
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ing

ing

I am reading a book.

read

I need a new phone

(NOT: I am needing a new phone.)

need

appear
look
taste
smell
turn
go

grow
see

have
think
feel

weigh

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. (seems / is seeming) like such a nice boy.

2. I (have / am having) dinner with my friends now. Can you call me later?

3. I eat a lot of chocolate because I (love / am loving) sweets.

4. My coffee (tastes / is tasting) bitter. Pass me the sugar, please.

5. Maryam (studies / is studying) English with her mother at the moment.

6. Why ( / ) my family name?

7. I had dinner and (was watching / watched) TV for a couple of hours.

8. I (need / am needing) to do some shopping on my way home from work.

9. He (is liking / likes) to spend his evenings in front of the television.

10. We (were cooking / cooked) all morning because we had 15 people coming for lunch.

Ali --------- (be) twelve years old. He -------------- (learn) English at school now. He -----------

(like) English a lot and --------------- (think) that it is a useful language. He --------------- (have) 

--------------- (sit) in front of his computer. He ---------------

(want) to take an English test. Right now, he -------------- (try) to find an exercise on the superlative 

form of adjectives. He --------------- (think) about these rules but he -------------- (not remember) 

them very well. He --------------- (hope) he --------------- (understand) the superlative a little better 

at the end of the exercise.

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Grammar Tests (Lesson 3)  
1. While I ------------------ yesterday, my brother called.

a) am going to study        b) was studying     c) studied       d) study

2. When I ------------------ my hand, the teacher was talking.
a) am going to rise           b) was raising                  c) raised                       d) raise

3 ------------------ home yesterday.
a) is going to drive           b) was driving                 c) drove             d) drive

4. We were having dinner at the restaurant when we ------------------ an old friend.
a) saw       b) see                 c) were seeing         d) are going to see

5. My little sister ate some chocolate while she ------------------ to school yesterday.
a) is going to walk           b) was walking                c) walked  d) walk

6. When Mr. Saeedi ------------------ on the radio in his car, he was driving home.
a) turn                            b) turned             c) was turning               d) is going to turn

7. While he was swimming in the river, he ------------------ a big black fish.
a) saw                             b) see                               c) was seeing                 d) am going to see

8.  Narin was watching a movie about Newton when I ------------------ in.
a) come                   b) came                            c) was coming                d) am going to come

9. While Zahra was walking along the street, she ---------------------- a noise behind her.
a) was hearing        b) is going to hear   c) heard            d) hear

10. Raman ------------------ ------------------.
a) was watching-arrived                                b) watched-arrived
c) was watching-were arriving                       d) watched-were arriving

11. The sun was shining in the sky -------------------- they went out for a walk.
a) as                       b) while c) when                         d) so 

12. Their father arrived home ------------------ they were arguing loudly.
a) when                    b) because c) while                          d) so 

13 ------------------ each other. 
a) by myself          b) yourselves                   c) themselves         d) ourselves

14. Sara and Mina made the house tidy by ------------------. 
a) ourselves             b) yourselves              c) themselves          d) herself

15. Maryam and I washed all the dishes ------------------ last night.
a) herself                b) ourselves               c) myself                     d) themselves

16 father is going to repair his car ------------------ next week.
a) herself               b) himself c) ourselves           d) myself

17. Every morning my little brother washes his face and brushes his teeth by ------------------.
a) yourself         b) herself c) myself                   d) himself

18. If you and your classmates ------------------, ask the teacher for help.
a) yourselves    b) himself c) herself                 d) yourself

19. I really ----------------- some new clothes for next winter.
a) need                       b) needed                  c) am needing              d) was needing

20. That boy who was standing next to your brother ----------------- very tired.
a) was looking         b) looked                       c) is looking              d) looks
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1b
,While

2c

When , 

3bwhile

4awhen 

5bwhile

6b,when 

7a,While

8bwhen 

9c,While

10awhen 

11c

when 
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12cwhile

13ds letourselves

14c(Sara and Mina)themselves

15b(Maryam and I)ourselves

16bs father)(Parihimself

17d(my little brother)himself

18a)you and your classmates(yourselves

19aneed 

ing dcb

20blook 

ing acd

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. Some  s__ient__sts become very famous and rich.

2. When children  gr__w up  their person__lity changes.

3. This book can  d__v__lop your speaking well.

4. My sister  t__i__s hard to learn English.

ashamed / strongly / possible / thousands / weak / sense / energetic / invented

1. Dogs have a good of smell.

2. The World Wide Web was in 1989.

3. She was to ask her brother for money.

4. He s very , isn t he, for a man of his age?

5. The team has a strong attack, but its defense is .

6. With today s technology almost anything seems .

7. They believe their children should make choices for themselves.

8. Edison was famous for doing of experiments to find answers to problems.

1. My brother has the flu and feels w _ _ _ .

2. A person who translates is a t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

3. If you want to find an answer to a problem, you must s _ _ _ _ it.

4. A book that tells a story about people and things that are not real is a n _ _ _ _ .

1. winter / summer / holy / fall 2. patient / cradle / sick / ill
3. inventor / hospital / library / laboratory 4. hearing / smell / eyesight / emotion

1. The key to our is our hard work and belief in ourselves.
a. description b. behavior c. success d. language

2. Scientists find and invent things.
a. peace b. medicines c. facts d. situation

3. They are going to a laboratory in our school soon.
a. attend b. build c. become d. change into

4. I working to be at home with the kids.
a. emphasized b. meant c. noticed d. quitted
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1. My parents lots of photographs of us when we were small.
a. took b. were taking c. take d. are taking

2. At 4 pm last Tuesday, I in the office.
a. am working b. was working c. worked d. work

3. She made a cup of tea and sat down in front of the television.
a. yourself b. herself c. myself d. himself

4. I the name of the street.
a. am not knowing b. was knowing c. knows

1. glass / he / on the / himself / broken / cut.
1. ------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. to school / the accident / Lisa / she / when / saw / was going.
2. ------------------------------------------------------------------------.

1. It was funny. They staying in the hotel next to ours.

2. Someone phoned him when he working in his office.

3. They lost the match and were ashamed of .

4. The door opens when someone comes near it.

1. Who bought you this umbrella?

1. Nobody, I -----------------------------------.

2. Did you buy a newspaper for your brother?

2. No, he -----------------------------------.

3. Did the guests wash the dishes last night?

3. No, my mother -----------------------------------.

1. I ---- --- (see) you in the park yesterday. You were sitting on the grass and you ----- --- (read) a book.

2. I --------------- (hurt) my back while I --------------- (work) in the garden.

3. The television was on, but nobody --------------- (watch) it.

4. My sister --------------- (take) a photograph of me while I --------------- (not/look).

5. When I was young, I --------------- (want) to be a doctor.

1. A: Was your brother washing the dishes?    B: No, I was.
2. A: Is it your pencil?    B: No, my pencil is red.
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hard / reciting / passed / published / translator / first

Tahereh Saffarzadeh was an Iranian poet, writer, ---(1)--- and university professor. When she 
was a child, she learned reading and ---(2)--- the Holy Quran. She was working very ---(3)--- to 
learn new things. She ---(4)--- her translation of the Quran in Persian and English in 2001. It is the 
---(5)--- translation of the Quran into English by a woman. She ---(6)--- away in 2008 in Tehran. 

1                                                                                          1. ( -------------------)               2. ( -------------------)1             3. ( -------------------)

1                                                                                          4. ( -------------------)               15. ( -------------------)1                                                                                          6. ( -------------------)

strong / success / skills / power / action / develop / fast / useful

Knowledge is power. Without knowledge humans cannot ---(1)---. It is very important to stay up 
to dated. Knowledge is important to improve and get ---(2)--- in life. We get knowledge not only 
by reading books but also by ---(3)--- experience in life. One can get anything in life with the ---
(4)--- of knowledge. Humans are not as ---(5)--- as tigers or cannot run as ---(6)--- as horses nor 
can they fly as birds, yet they are the most powerful kinds on earth because of knowledge. 
Knowledge helps us change our ideas into ---(7)---. Humans can get, learn, understand, analyze, 
experiment, research, perform, share and multiply their ---(8)--- and knowledge.

1. ( -------------------)     2. ( -------------------)      3. ( -------------------)     4. ( -------------------)

5. ( -------------------)     6. ( -------------------)      7. ( -------------------)     8. ( -------------------)

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. fortunately 2. inventions 3. medicines 4. lives

5. try 6. developed 7. experiments 8. possible
9. translate 10. knowledge 11. published 12. passed

13. thousands 14. cradle 15. solve 16. inventors 

1. inventor 2. camera 3. telephone 4. patient
5. bulb 6. energetic 7. airplane 8. winter

1. translator 2. experiment 3. noise 4. thinker
5. value 6. careless 7. quit 8. weak

1.Experimentig 2.during 3.believe

4.after 5.history 6.moment

7.observe 8.meaning 9.put/aside

10.unfortunately 11.heavily 12.emotions

13.brought 14.successful 15.became

16.called 17.successful 18.behave

19.quit 20.possible 21.research

22.emphasis 23.special 24.finally

25.belief
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1.was talking/arrived 2.rang/was writing
3.was sleeping/ stole 4.went/was waiting
5.started/were having 6.was sitting
7. 8.were studying/called
9.doing/working 10.

1. We were playing outside while he was studying his lessons.

2. They were trying hard to save the injured bird. 

3. I was reading a book when my father came in.

4.

5. Was it snowing when you got up?

6. ock yesterday? 

7. The boys broke the window when they were playing football.

1.was/were 2.were 3. 4.while
5. 6. Did/was 7. was

1. were/c 2. Was/e 3. Was/d 4. were/b 5. was/a

1. They were having dinner when we (I) arrived.

2. The students (They) were doing their homework when the teacher came in. 

3. I was listening to the music at 19 yesterday evening.

4.

5. Yes, I broke my leg while I was playing football.
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1.himself 2.herself 3.themselves

4.ourselves 5.myself 6.ourselves

7.itself 8.myself 9.themselves

10.yourself

1.myself fixed it 2.his hair himself
3.post (do) it myself 4.himself told me
5.phone him yourself

1. The scientists themselves did the experiment.

2. My mother cleaned the room by herself. 

3. I did my homework myself.

4. We baked a big cake for ourselves. 

5. They themselves painted the walls. 

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.seems 2.am having 3.love

4.tastes 5.is studying 6.
7.watched 8.need 9.likes

10.were cooking

Ali is (be) twelve years old. He is learning (learn) English at school now. He likes (like) 
English a lot and thinks (think) that it is a useful language. He has (have) some homework 

is sitting (sit) in front of his computer. He wants (want) to take an 
English test. Right now he is trying (try) to find an exercise on the superlative form of 
adjectives. He is thinking (think) about these rules but he (not 
remember) them very well. He hopes (hope) he understands (understand) the superlative 
a little better at the end of the exercise.

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. scientists 2. grow up / personality

3. develop 4. tries

1. sense 2. invented

3. ashamed 4. energetic

5. weak 6. possible

7. strongly 8. thousands

1. weak 2. translator

3. solve 4. novel

1. holy 2. cradle

3. inventor 4. emotion

1. success 2. facts

3. build 4. quitted

1. a 2. b 3. b 4. d

1. He cut himself on the broken glass.

2. Lisa saw the accident when she was going to school.

1. were 2. was 3. themselves 4. itself
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1. myself bought it

2. himself bought it

3. herself washed them

1. saw/were reading 2. hurt/was working

3. was watching 4.
5. wanted

1. A: Was your brother washing the dishes?     B: No, I was.

2. A: Is it your pencil?     B: No, my pencil is red.

1. translator 2. reciting 3. hard

4. published 5. first 6. passed

1. develop 2. success 3. useful

4. power 5. strong 6. fast

7. action 8. skills

---------------------------------------------

09127211418@HassanKhakpour
@EnglishVisionKhakpour

09141800310@JamalAhmadi1984
@PracticalEnglish99

----------------------------------------------



=

seek = search for = look for knowledge = science

( rapid = fast = quick )  easy = simple ) (hard = difficult) 

-

( soon = early )  late( modern = new )   old young old

( energetic  =  active )  ( inactive = passive )recently = newly = lately

try   =  attempt( strong = powerful = energetic ) #  weak

grow up  =  to become older(famous = well-known = popular = celebrated ) unknown

successful = victorious) ( unsuccessful = failed )

==

( success =  victory )    failure      

develop = grow = progress = advance = improveinvent  = create = to make new things 
=

end = aim = purpose = goalbelief = idea = opinion = thought

( quit = give up = stop = prevent = avoid )      ( start = begin = keep on = go on = continue )

to be after = to search for something(sadly = unfortunately) (fortunately = happily = luckily)

finally = at last = lastlyattend = take part = participate

medicine = drug = curepublish = print = spread

( remember = recall ) forgetnovel = a long story

behave = act = do = performobserve = see = view

suddenly = unexpectedly

=

pass away = die )  ( be born = live )

sorry = ashamedoutside    inside
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Key Words of Vision One (Lesson Four)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

across cultural
add culture
adverb desert
air destination
air ticket distance
ancient distant
arrive domestic
a set of dress
attract education
attraction educated
attractive Egypt
author Egyptian
baggage embassy
behavior emphasis
be located emphasize
billion entertainment
boat especially
booklet exactly
bravely experienced
bravery fall
burning familiar
camel feed
carelessly feel
ceremony find (found)
Chile finish
choice flight
choose foreign (adj)
come back foreigner (n)
comfortable forget
considering forgetful
continent four - season
contrast garden
contrastive generous
cruel guess
cruelly guest
cruelty historical
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Key Words of Vision One (Lesson Four)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

hit north

holiday obligation
holy offline
home made organization

honest own

honestly page

hospitable paradise

host passport

illness patiently
image phrase

in fact pilgrim

in front of point

inside poor

international popular

journey popularity

junk food possibility

Korean possibly

language prefer

learn about prepare

lift preposition
local price
loud prize
main probable
mainly probably

manner pyramid

may range

meal ready

means relating to
member relation

might respect

ministry respected

mostly rest
most often risk
neatly road
next to role
nobody no rule
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Key Words of Vision One (Lesson Four)
Words Persian Meanings Words Persian Meanings

safe take time
save tour
search tourist
seem tourism
sell (sold) town
shrine travel
should travel agency
similar travel agent
sick traveler
smoke tradition
solve traditional
south transportation
souvenir understand
speed vacation
spend (spent) vegetables
stand wake up
station wall
stick war
suggest well
suggestion waste
suitable wide
suitably wind
sunset windy
sunrise winter

:

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Conversation (Student Book: Page 102)

Diego is a Spanish tourist who is planning for his summer vacation. He is talking to 
Carlos Sabato a travel agent in Madrid

Diego: Excuse me, sir! I am planning for my summer vacation.

Carlos: How can I help you?

Diego: Actually, I want to visit Asia, but I am not sure about my destination. Do you 
have any suggestion?

Carlos: Well, you may 
Great Wall.

Diego: Yes, but I was in Beijing two years ago.

Carlos: What about India? In fact, the Taj Mahal is a popular destination, but it is hot in 
summer. Probably Iran is the best choice.

Diego

Carlos: Well, Iran is a four-season country. It has many historical sites and amazing 
nature. Also, its people are very kind and hospitable.

Diego: It seems a suitable choice. But how can I get more information about Iran?

Carlos: You can check this booklet or may see our website.
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Reading (Student Book: Page 105)

Iran: A True Paradise

Every year, about one billion tourists travel around the world. Tourism is traveling for 
entertainment, health, sport or learning about the culture of a nation. Tourism can be 
domestic or international. Domestic tourists travel to different parts of their own country. 
International tourists travel abroad.

Some countries attract a lot of tourists every year. Egypt is one of the oldest 
countries of Africa. It is famous for its wonderful pyramids.

France, Italy and Spain are three beautiful European countries. They attract many 
tourists from other parts of the world. Brazil, Peru and Chile are in South America. They 
are famous for their ancient history and amazing nature.

In Asia, Iran is a great destination for tourists. This beautiful country is a true 
paradise for people of the world. Each year, many people from all parts of the world visit 

- season country and tourists can find a range of activities 
from skiing to desert touring in different parts of the country. Many Muslims also travel 
to Iran and go to holy shrines in Mashhad, Qom and Shiraz. Iranian people are hospitable 
and kind to travelers and tourists
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illness / international / behavior / quietly / attractions / embassy / historical / holidays / anything

1. We need to make plans for the ------------------.

2. ------------------ to eat.

3. English is the ------------------ language in all over the world.

4. Our country has many ------------------ sites and an amazing nature. 

5. Because we were in the library, he spoke very ------------------ in my ear.

6. My father was in the hospital for three weeks because of his ------------------.

7. ------------------.

8. Your good ------------------ in a foreign country gives a good image of your culture.

pilgrims / range / junk / souvenir / means / journey / located / generously / destination

9. Why is your child eating ------------------

10. Our baggage was checked all the way through to our final ------------------.

11. People usually go to different places by different ------------------ of travel.

12. The age ------------------ of the children is between eight and twelve. 

13. Most tall buildings are ------------------ in the north of Tehran.

14. The people of the town ------------------ helped poor people.

15. The ------------------ came to Imam Reza Holy Shrine.

16. I bought the ring as a ------------------ of Mashhad.

1. English is used a lot in  (i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _)  business. 

2. A person who visits a place on holiday is a  (t _ _ _ _ _ _) .

3. I cannot hear you. Please, speak  (l _ _ _ _ _) .

4. If you want to catch a plane, you go to the  (a _ _ _ _ _ _) .

5. The time in the morning when the sun comes up is called  (s _ _ _ _ _ _) .

6. The time in the evening when the sun goes down is called  (s _ _ _ _ _) .

7. Egypt is famous for its wonderful  (p _ _ _ _ _ _ _) .

8. The part of the year between summer and winter is called  (f _ _ _).
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range / domestic / traveler / continent / price / rule / journey / local / prefer

1. Something that tells you what you must or must not do: (------------------)

2. One of the seven big pieces of land in the world: (------------------)

3. How much money you pay to buy something: (------------------)

4. Like one thing or person better than another: (------------------)

5. Going from one place to another: (------------------)

6. Relating to one country: (------------------)

7. A set of similar things: (------------------)

8. Of a place near you: (------------------)

1. to the meeting because of ------------------.

a. souvenir b. destination c. entertainment d. illness

2. Sometimes fast food is called ------------------

a. easy b. junk c. ready d. high

3. He was late for work, so he walked quickly to the train ------------------.

a. shrine b. ceremony c. station d. ancient

4. In my ------------------, very few people really understand the problem.

a. experience b. activity c. suggestion d. choice

5. If you look at these two carpets carefully, you will see that the patterns are very -------------.

a. generous b. similar c. homemade d. wide

6. We must take our shoes off before entering a mosque or other ------------------ places.

a. comfortable b. main c. local d. holy 

7. When you are traveling in the ------------------, you should take a lot of water.

a. culture b. desert c. range d. paradise

8. The north of Iran is a ------------------ holiday destination.

a. probable b. hospitable c. historical d. popular

9. Do you know anything about the ------------------ space station?

a. embassy b. tourism c. international d. traditional

10. Since ------------- times, people have dreamed of leaving our planet and knowing about other worlds.

a. ancient b. possible c. across d. similar
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11. You will show ------------------ to your host if you wear formal clothes.

a. behavior b. image c. respect d. domestic

12. Nobody knows ------------------ what happened on the night my uncle died.

a. bravely b. quietly c. rudely d. exactly

13. Asia is the largest ------------------ in the world.

a. paradise b. continent c. country d. ceremony

14. ------------------ for ways of improving English.

a. suggestion b. preposition c. attraction d. entertainment

15. I was ------------------ the net looking for information on pop music.

a. respecting b. locating c. choosing d. surfing

16. If you eat less sugar, you may feel ------------------.

a. obligation b. healthier c. similar d. more popular

17. ------------------.

a. traditional b. cruel c. patient d. hospitable

18. ------------------

a. probably b. exactly c. wonderfully d. suitably

19. buses. We need more public ------------------.

a. attraction b. vacation c. destination d. transportation

20. Camels can travel through the ------------------ for long distances.

a. booklet b. embassy c. desert d. pyramid 

21. He gave up smoking for ------------------ reasons.

a. familiar b. health c. loud d. culture

22. Some countries are famous for their ------------------ history and amazing nature.

a. ancient b. domestic c. homemade d. contrastive

23. We should respect the languages and ------------------ of other countries.

a. ranges b. suggestions c. cultures d. activities

24. We had wonderful weather when we were on ------------------.

a. continent b. paradise c. vacation d. experience

25. It is ------------------ that the disease has a genetic element.

a. obligation b. probable c. popular d. comfortable
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Modals

-couldcan
-mightmay
--should
--must
-wouldwill

toingeds 

to

to

notn t

p.p.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I can speak French.  

She can swim well.

Can you help me lift this box?  

You can stop work early today.   

A: Can I use your car?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

:e able tobcan

be able tobeto 

beam, is, arewas, were

She can speak English well. 

She is able to speak English well.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

could

When I was a child, I could climb the trees easily.                    
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It may rain tomorrow.

It may be late, so don t wait for me.

May I use your cellphone?
May I leave the classroom?

might

may
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You look tired. You should go to bed. 

The government should help poor people.

You should visit your parents more than this.

He shouldn t waste his money.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d better= had better

.heavynow before the traffic gets too god betterhaclock. Is five oIt

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ought to

lots of fruit and vegetables every day.eatought toWe 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(

I must buy some new clothes. My clothes are so old.

Mary must have a problem. She keeps crying

(

You must wash your hands before returning to work
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musthave to,has to 

havehas

has tohave to

I have to wear formal clothes. I have a new job as a teacher.

You have to pass your exam or ( ) the university will not accept you.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

musthad to

have tohas to

The car broke down. We had to get a taxi.

When she got home, she had to cook dinner before everyone arrived.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

to be to bebe

It may be rain today.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Prepositions of Time

in
eveningthein/afternoonthein/morningthein

Februaryin/    Januaryin/    Aprilin

winterin/   autumnin/ summerin/    spring(the)ni

centuryth18in/ 1980sin/1998in

Noroozin

in

in a week   in the past

in a few minutes in the future

on
Saturday  on/Sundayon

the first of Juneon/     th    18Aprilon

morningMondayon/eveningTuesdayon

vacation on/   holiday  on

at
at 2 o clock /     at 7:45

at sunrise /     at sunset

at noon /     at midday

at night /       at midnight

at lunch /     at dinner time

Christmasat

at

at present [ ] at the moment [ ] 

at once [ ] at first [ ] 

at the same time [ ] at last [ ] 

at the beginning [ ] at least [ ]
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Prepositions of Place

in
Dashbandin

Parisin/Tehranin/Bukanin

West Azerbaijanni

Spainin/USAthe in/ Iranin

Europein/Asiain

bagmyin/gardenthein

in a village   in a town    in a city   

in the world    in mountains  in a hurry

in a forest    in the yard   in the street   

in the river    in the lake in the sea    

in ocean in bed     in hospital     

in prison in a book   in the picture

in the middle in a line   in a country   

on
on the table / on the desk

on the left [ ]   /  on the right
on page 5

on TV / on the radio

on the second floor

on the phone

on a chair on the wall [ ]

on the ground [ ] on the way [ ] 

on the floor [ ] on the bus 

on the train on the table

on the farm [ ] on the map [ ]
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ext to

the hospital next to/the post office next to/police station next to
the drugstorenext to/the windownext to

next tobesidebynear.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fin front o

next to

in front of the hospital / in front of the post office / in front of police station 

in front of the drugstore / in front of the window
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

atunderoverbehindin the back of/at

betweenamong

at home / at work / at school / at the station / at the airport at the seaside

under the desk / under table / under the bed / under the water

over the table over the door / over the body

behind a chair / behind the door / behind the car

between Rasht and Tehran / between the two countries

among the students      /      among the animals 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

atMain Street.                                                                       159At

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
bybusby -carby 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
tofromBukantoTehran from
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1. He is speaking very quietly. I ---------- him. ( / )

2. I wanted to speak to you yesterday, but I ---------- you. ( / )

3. Ali is a good translator because he ---------- three languages. (can speak / could speak)

4. I was tired, but I ----------. ( / )

5. ---------- to your party next Friday. ( / )

6. I like this hotel room. You ---------- the mountains from the window. (can see / could see)

7. Ali ---------- to school last week. He was sick. ( / )

8. I had a party last night, but two of my friends ----------. ( / )

9. ----------. ( / )

10. ---------- my dinner. ( / )

can may should must

1. People in the front seat of a car ---------- wear a seat belt.

2. ---------- buy it.

3. A: How are you going to get home tonight?  B: I m not sure. I ---------- take a taxi.

4. Ali ----------

5. ---------- read it.

6. ---------- be for you.

7. You worked ten hours today. You ---------- be tired.

8. I ---------- come and see you tomorrow if you like.

9. A: Where s your brother?    B: I don t know. He ---------- be in his office.

10. ---------- hurry.

1. I don t want anyone to know about our plan. You mustn t told anyone. (------------------)

2. (------------------)

3. You should listen to loud music. It hurts your ears. (------------------)

4. (------------------)

5. As a tourist, we be should careful about our behavior in a foreign country. (------------------)
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1. should / wildlife / students / about / learn / saving.
1. -------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. buy / next year / may / new / our family / car / a.
2. -------------------------------------------------------------------------.

3. without / long / a / camels / water / can / time / live / for.
3. -------------------------------------------------------------------------.

4.
4. -------------------------------------------------------------------------.

5. to / music / not / we / listen / should / loud.
5.-------------------------------------------------------------------------.

1. ---------- April.

2. ---------- Friday.

3. My birthday is ---------- the end of January.

4. This street is always busy, even ---------- night.

5. ---------- the same time.

6. My father usually wakes up ---------- ---------- the morning.

7. When we were ---------- vacation, we visited some very interesting places.

8. Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk on the moon ---------- 21 July 1969.

9. My favorite restaurant is open ---------- the evening. It closes ---------- midnight.

10. ---------- ---------- Monday morning.

1. My cousin lives ---------- (on / in / at) a small village ---------- (on / in / at) the mountains.

2. I work ---------- (on / in / at) a bank but my sister works ---------- (on / in / at) a store.

3. My grandfather was born ---------- (on / in / at) Tehran ---------- (on / in / at) 1320.

4. ---------- (On / In / At) Friday night I went to bed ---------- (on / in / at) midnight.

5. The bus was very full. There were too many people ---------- (on / in / at) it.

6. ---------- (on / in / at) the sky.

7. ---------- (on / in / at) a bicycle.

8. Did you go anywhere interesting ---------- (on / in / at) vacation?

9. There are a lot of oranges ---------- (on / in / at) those trees.

10. ---------- (on / in / at) the world?

11. ---------- (on / in / at) the wall.

12. ---------- (on / in / at) night.
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(Adverbs of Manner)
-ly

He drives his car carefully.

The tourists spoke English perfectly.

in the sky.flyingquicklyisAn airplane 

finallyfinalslowlyslow

reallyrealbadlybad

rudelyrudeeasilyeasy

politelypolitehappilyhappy

possiblypossiblecomfortablycomfortable

audiblyaudibleprobablyprobable

ly

fastfast
hardhard

wellgood

latelate

rightright

wrongwrong

earlyearly
highhigh

straightstraight

freefree

loud / loudly  loud

.hardworker. He works hardReza is a 

.fastdriver. He drives fastAli is a 
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-ly

ly-

manlyfriendly

curlylovely

earthlycostly

sisterlycowardly

chillyheavenly

brotherlywomanly

ly

ugly [ ] holy [ ] silly [ ] 

ly

yihappy happilylazy lazily

eableiblelycomfortablecomfortab

icicallyeconomic economicallyscientific scientifically

ely-e

polite politelycomplete completely
: true truly whole wholly

ful-ly-fully-

careful carefullyhopeful hopefullybeautiful beautifully
: full fully

lly-lly-

cruel cruellyfinal finallyformal formally
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Grammar Tests (Lesson 4) 

1. When I was a child I climb the trees easily but now I can t. 
a) might b) should c) can d) could

2. A: Why isn t Ali in class?           B: I don t know. He be sick today.
a) can b) should c) may d) must

3. Don t touch my school things. When I m not at home, you use my books. 
a) should b)could c) might d) can 

4. I don t allow you to leave the class. You go out after doing your homework.
a) should b) must c) may d) will 

5. A: I m going to be late for the bus, what I do?     B: You can take a taxi.
a) can b) may c) should d) must

6. All foreign passengers present their passports at the airport.
a) should b) must c) can d) cloud

7. A: Why isn t Raman at home?        B: I m not sure. He ---- be in the library.
a) can b) must c) may d) should

8. A: I borrow your pen?                    B: Yes, of course. 
a) Should              b) Would c) Must d) Can

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. She s a good writer. She writes interesting novels .

a) good b) well c) quiet d) worse 

10. My brother is a fast driver. He always drives .
a) fast b) good c) slowly d) polite 

11. The teacher didn t ask an easy question. I answered it .
a) quick b) good c) easy d) hard

12. Ali spoke with the tourists well. Actually, he answered all their questions .
a) good b) polite                 c) politely          d) carelessly

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13. I always go to the park --- the sunset to walk and do exercise.

a) in b) at c) to d) on

14. When I was ------------------ work yesterday, I had an important phone call. 
a) in b) at c) on d) to

15. The children were ----- home this morning. 
a) to b) in c) at d) on

16. We are going to visit Esfahan --- Tir 20, 1399.
a) on b) in c) to d) at

17. They will visit their cousins the holiday spring.
a) on in b) in in c) on at d) at in

18. Are you going to invite your friends your birthday Khordad?
a) in in b) in on c) on in d) at in

19. I always go to the gym bus the afternoon.
a) by in b) at in c) at at d) by on

20. Next year, we will be Korea holiday.
a) in in b) in on c) in at d) at in
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dcould.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ct know I donmay

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dcanmay

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ccanmay

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cshould

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
bmust 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cm not sureImay

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dcanmay

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b

She writes interesting novels well.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
afastfast 

ly.fastdrivesHe always 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
dhardhard

ly

.                                                                                harditansweredI 
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cb a.c

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
bat

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
bworkat

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
chomeat

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
aon

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
aonin

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
conin

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
abyin

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
binon

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. We should become  fam__li__r with our destination before our trip.

2. You can check this booklet or may see our  w__bs__te .

3. We can leave our country  s__f__ly and enjoy our trip.

4. Around one  b__lli__n people live in India.

comfortably / seem / suitably / respect / choice / attractive / cultures / behavior / local

1. As a tourist, we should be careful about our in a foreign country.

2. The man kept looking at Ali, but he didn t to notice.

3. She was born in a small hospital 30 years ago.

4. Ancient wind towers of Iran are for tourists.

5. My little brother wasn t dressed for a party.

6. In some children have an important place.

7. Everyone should other people s culture. 

8. We have enough money to live .

1. A person who travels to a holy place for religious reasons is a  p _ _ _ _ _ _ .

2. A person who works in a travel agency is a travel  a _ _ _ _ .

3. Iran is a true  p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for people of the world.

4. D _ _ _ _ _ _ _ flights are cheaper than international flights.

1. Asia / Africa / Egypt / Europe 2. journey / tourist / trip / travel
3. late / well / slowly / real 4. Beijing / Peru / Brazil / Chile 

1. We want to change the of our city and attract more international tourists.
a. embassy b. desert c. point d. image

2. If you want to learn about the of a country, you can travel there.
a. choice b. culture c. souvenir d. vacation

3. I was surprised that nobody checked my when we arrived in France.
a. ceremony b. passport c. respect d. flight

4. The school uses both modern and ways for teaching grammar.
a. traditional b. entertainment c. domestic d. probable
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1. Mobile phones are not allowed in this museum. We take them inside.
a. may c. should d. must

2. Listen to my advice. You do your homework more carefully if you want to be successful. 
a. should b. must c. may d. can

3. We were sitting the floor the TV when our father came home.
a. at / on b. in / next to c. on/ at d. on / in front of

4. I was born ten o clock the morning Friday 23th August 1998.
a. at / on / in b. in / on / at c. at / in / on d. on / at / in 

1. careful / this / be / you / knife / must / with.
1. ------------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. should / you / you / the ball / when / watch / play / always / tennis.
2. ------------------------------------------------------------------------.

1. They are waiting patient for the bus. (------------------)

2. three foreign languages. (------------------)

3. Our English teacher speaks English good. (------------------)

4. (------------------) 

5. The police stopped my car in front on the bank. (------------------)

6. My friend may not comes to see me on Friday. (------------------)

1. Can you (speak) a little louder? We can t (hear) you.

2. Our teacher came (early) to the class this morning.

3. Should your brother (help) you with your lessons?

4. Some companies pay their workers very (bad).

5. The children asked a lot of questions (polite).

1. Which one should I read? The newspaper or the magazine?

2. Is the Statue of Liberty in New York or Los Angeles?
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1. range (     ) a. like one thing or person better than another
2. domestic (     ) b. between different countries
3. international (     ) c. different things of the same kind
4. prefer (     ) d. relating to one country

Everyone knows me at the hospital. I am a part-time nurse. I work (---1---) night on weekends. 
(---2---) Thursdays and Fridays, I sleep most of the day and wake up a little before nine (---3---)
the evening, usually (---4---) 8:45 or 8:50. I have breakfast very late, around 9:30 or 10:00 P.M.! I 

(---5---) midnight. Early (---6---) the morning, 
usually around 5:00 A.M., I leave work, have a little snack, go home, go to bed, and sleep late. 

1 1. ( )     2. ( )1 3. ( )     4. ( )          15. ( )1 6. ( )

the United States, a lot of college students do not live at home. They often choose to go to 
college in different cities, away from their parents. At college, many live in university housing. 
After college, most people prefer to live in their own homes. They often live alone, but some 
people rent apartments with others. These people are called roommates. By the age of 22, few 
young people in the United States live with their parents. Families stay together longer in many 
Asian countries and cities. In Hong Kong, for example, nearly all university students live with 
their parents. Rents in the city are very expensive, and few students have the money to pay for 
their own apartments. Very few young people live alone or become roommates in a shared 
apartment. Many young people in Hong Kong continue to live with their parents even after they 
marry.

In the United States:

1. Some young adults share apartments with roommates. (true or false)

2. Nearly all young adults live with their parents. (true or false)

3. Very few students live in university housing. (true or false)

In Hong Kong:

4. Few young people live alone. (true or false)

5. Not many university students live with their parents. (true or false)

6. Most young married couples have enough money to live in their own apartments. (true or false)
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A B C D

1. The Persian lion died out about 75 years ago. (          )                                                          
2. Isfahan has many historical sites. (          )         
3. Edison invented the first light bulb. (          )                                                                       
4. You can check the destinations on this in the airport. (          )

1. solve ( ) a. to protect someone or something from danger
2. range (  ) b. to stop doing something
3. defend ( ) c. a set of similar things
4. give up ( ) d. to find an answer to a problem

1 a. nation b. trip c. travel d. journey

2 a. tiger b. wolf c. goat d. leopard

1. A  p_ _ _ _ helps us travel very fast to far places.                                                                             
2. The  h_ _ _ _  pumps blood round the body.

1. If you like to be successful, you must not feel ---------------.
a. healthy b. weak d. nice d. happy

2. Many tourists travel to Egypt to visit the wonderful ---------------.
a. pyramids b. travelers c. booklets d. planets

1. be careful / country / in / should / a foreign / we.                                                                         
1: ------------------------------------------------------------------.

2. research / were / in the laboratory / doing / the scientists.                                                                
2: ------------------------------------------------------------------.
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1. --------------- be at the library.
a. should b. must c. can d. may

2. When I went out yesterday, the sun --------------- and --------------- everywhere.
a. shone - was heating b. was shining - heated
c. was shining - heating d. shone - heating

3. My laptop is --------------- than your laptop.
a. expensive b. more expensive c. much expensive d. the most expensive

4. We are not --------------- to destroy nature. We take care of wildlife.
a. going b. to go c. will go d. go

know what to do. I love animals, so I took it and then we went home.

1. 2.

1. woman             (               )          2. bus              (               )

Viruses are among the (----1----) (small) microbes on the earth, even (----2----) (small) than bacteria.

1. ( ------------------- )                                      2. ( ------------------- )

A B

1. build (     ) a. websites
2. attend (     ) b. an interview
3. summer (     ) c. a laboratory
4. check (     ) d. vacation

1. My brother and I -------------------- did the experiment.

2. Did your sister -------------------- bake this cake?

3. I --------------------

4. These scientists made this machine --------------------.
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at / in / on / next to

1. The bank is --------------- the bookstore.

2. --------------- September.

3. I got up ---------------

4. There are some books --------------- the table.

1. Our math teacher came -------------------- (late) to the class this morning.

2. -------------------- (quick

3. They work -------------------- (hard

4. The children answered the tourists -------------------- (polite).

Reza (Saberi / saberi) is a businessman. He has a (Daughter / daughter) and two sons. He often travels 
to foreign countries. Today, he is not in (Iran / iran Job / job).

1. I bought a small red plastic ball yesterday.

2. My brother has a round beautiful white table-lamp in his room.

3. That brown Chinese big wood cupboard is very expensive.

4. My father is wearing a beautiful new black suit.

1. My father is going to buy a new car. 2.

3. Was the movie interesting? 4. Is this problem harder than that problem?

shopping / interesting / comfortable / foreign / museums / popular

--------------- buildings and churches, and it has 
many beautiful parks. It also has some of the best --------------- in the world. London is very busy 
in the summer, but it is not too busy in the winter. It is a --------------- city with ---------------
tourists and has millions of visitors a year. The city is famous for its --------------- and has many 
excellent department stores. London has --------------- trains and buses that cross the city, so it is 
easy for tourists to get around.
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Most people need seven to eight hours of sleep a night. Some people need less than 
this, and some people need more. Many people have difficulty sleeping, but they do not 
know why. Most people know it is important not to drink coffee or tea before they go to 
bed. Coffee and tea have caffeine. Caffeine keeps people awake. However, not everybody 
knows that some medicines, such as cold tablets, also have caffeine in them. Busy people 
with stressful jobs may not be able to sleep at night. 

If you want to sleep well, you shouldn t use your bedroom as a TV room or an 

not to eat before be
counting sheep!

1. Everyone needs 8 hours of sleep a night. (true or false)

2. Caffeine helps you fall asleep. (true or false)

3. Cold tablets can keep you awake. (true or false)

4. Busy people may have trouble falling asleep. (true or false)

5. It is a good idea to have a TV near your bed. (true or false)

6. You should have regular sleeping hours. (true or false)

7. (true or false)

8. Counting sheep may help people sleep. (true or false)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. holidays 2. anything 3. international 4. historical

5. quietly 6. illness 7. attractions 8. behavior
9. junk 10. destination 11. means 12. range

13. located 14. generously 15. pilgrims 16. souvenir 

1. international 2. traveler 3. louder 4. airport
5. sunrise 6. sunset 7. pyramids 8. fall

1. rule 2. continent 3. price 4. prefer
5. journey 6. domestic 7. range 8. local

1.illness 2.junk 3.station

4.experience 5.similar 6.holy

7.desert 8.popular 9.international 

10.ancient 11.respect 12.exactly

13.continent 14.suggestion 15.surfing

16.healthier 17.patient 18.probably

19.transportation 20.desert 21.health

22.ancient 23.cultures 24.vacation

25.probable
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1. 2. 3. can speak 4.

5. 6. can see 7. 8. 

9. 10. 

can may should must

1. must 2. should 3. may 4. can 5. should
6. must 7. must 8. can 9. may 10. must

1. I don t want anyone to know about our plan. You mustn t told anyone. (tell)

2. He mustn t does more exercises. His heart is very weak. (do)

3. You should listen to loud music. It hurts your ears. (shouldn t)

4. I was sitting at the back of the theatre and can t hear very well. (couldn t)

5. As a tourist, we be should careful about our behavior in a foreign country. (should be)

1. students should learn about saving wildlife.

2. Our family may buy a new car next year.

3. Camels can live without water for a long time.

4.

5. We should not listen to loud music.

1. in 2. on 3. at 4. at 5. at
6. at/in 7. on 8. on 9. in/at 10. at/on

1. in/in 2. in/in 3. in/in 4. On/at
5. on 6. in 7. on 8. on
9. on 10. in 11. on 12. at
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1. familiar 2. website
3. safely 4. billion

1. behavior 2. seem

3. local 4. attractive
5. suitably 6. cultures

7. respect 8. comfortably

1. pilgrim 2. agent

3. paradise 4. Domestic

1. Egypt 2. tourist

3. real 4. Beijing 

1. image 2. culture

3. passport 4. traditional 

1. b 2. a 3. d 4.c

1. You must be careful with this knife.

2. You should always watch the ball when you play tennis. 
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1. They are waiting patient for the bus. (patiently)

2. speaks three foreign languages. (speak)

3. Our English teacher speaks English good. (well)

4. I live on (in)

5. The police stopped my car in front on the bank. (of)

6. My friend may not comes to see me on Friday. (come)

1. speak / hear 2. early
3. help 4. badly

5. politely

1. Which one should I read? The newspaper or the magazine?

2. Is the Statue of Liberty in New York or Los Angeles?

1. c 2. d 3. b 4. a

1. at 2. On 3. in 4. at 5. at 6. in

1. true 2. false 3. false 4. true 5. false 6. false
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1. D 2. C 3. A 4. B

1. d 2. c 3. a 4. b

1. nation 2. goat

1. plane 2. heart

1. weak 2. pyramids

1. We should be careful in a foreign country.

2. The scientists were doing research in the laboratory.

1. d 2. c 3. b 4. a

When I was walk home last night, I saw a little dog. It were raining heavily and the little dog 

1. walking 2. was

1. women 2. buses

1. smallest 2. smaller
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1. c 2. b 3. d 4. a

1. ourselves 2. herself 3. myself 4. themselves

1. next to 2. in 3. at 4. on

1. late 2. quickly 3. hard 4. politely

1. Saberi 2. daughter 3. Iran 4. job

1. I bought a small red plastic ball yesterday.

4. My father is wearing a beautiful new black suit.

1. Falling 2. Falling 3. Rising 4. Rising

1. interesting 2. museums 3. popular

4. foreign 5. shopping 6. comfortable

1. false 2. false 3. true 4. true
5. false 6. true 7. true 8. true

------------------------------------------
Telegram ID @HassanKhakpour

@JamalAhmadi1984Telegram ID
------------------------------------------



=

travel(n) = trip = journey(n)travel(v) = go on a trip = journey(v)

destination = end = aim = purpose = goalabroad = out of the country = oversea) # domestic
#

site = place = area = region = zone pilgrims = travellers/travelers (of holy places)

suggestion = offer(n) = proposalvacation(s) = holiday(s) 

hot = warm ) # cold
#  

suitable = fit = proper = appropriate # unsuitable = inappropriate

#

entertainment = amusement = hobby = fun( ancient = old = traditional) # ( new = modern )

attract = absorb = interest ) ( reject = avoid )

(

(wide = broad = large = vast ) # (limited = restricted)

contrast  = comparedelicious = tasty ) # ( bad taste = tasteless )
#

local = domestic = nationalmain = important ) # unimportant
#

( probably = likely = perhaps = maybe = possibly)    #    ( certainly = surely = of course )

( respect = admire )  # disrespect
#

way = method = style

protect = look after = take care = support )    # ( hurt = damage = injure = destroy )(
#

surf (the net)  = search (the net)( pay attention to = notice ) # ignore
#(

loud quiet ceremony = celebrationsouvenir = memory 

experience = knowledge or skillcheck in check out 
/
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